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Go on, nuw! Don't be foolish. I won't
look ut you." This last as the girl,
after an involuntary motion towurd
her throat, had hesitated while her
face became suffused with blushes.
"This is a matter of life and death,
Nell. Be eeusible."
In unother moment he had it from
her trembling bauds, uud after be bad
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frumc and the white globe of the lantern he noted critically the bright red
tinge It gave to the luntejui s light.
Then, placing it in her bauds, he said:
"There's yours.
Now, what shall I
use?
Oh, yes—the switch light, to be
sure.
It Is red on two sides and will
do if 1 hold it right. Nell, you must «ο
up the track and stop the express. I'll
look after the limited. She's the dangerous one. I think Johnnie Clark is
running her tonight, and he only touches the high places when he's late. Get
just as far up the track as you can,
and when the headlight comes into
sight swiug your lantern straight across
the truck till he answers it. I>ook out
for the cuttle guard at the crossing and
don't stumble. Now go!"
A low, steady ruuibliug borne from a
distance on the still, frosty uir reminded him that there yet remained important work to do.
He hastened to the high switch target and clambered up Its dozen iron
rounds, so cold it was painful to release his hands from them, wrenched
the warning signal from its socket and
slid to the ground.
Thou, after one
tleeting glance to see if Nellie's signal
was still visible, he sped quickly but

down the track, holding one
red side of the heavy lantern directly
before him.
With startling shrillness came the
whistle from the fast approaching limIts engineer, believing that he
ited.
had absolute right of track, was using
every ounce of steam in a mad endeav-

carefully

or to make up time.
The whistle blast just sounded was
the customary one for the highway
crossing at the foot of the one mile hill.
This hill the limited must ascend and
round before Soinerville would come
into view.
Ned knew It would take the train at
least three minutes to ascend the hill
anil round the curve, and to avert the

collision he must got the signal to them
before they pitched over the summit of
the hill and struck the heavy down
grade Into Soinerville.
lie had only a little more than two
minutes' time in which to cover 2i*>

yards on an
Icapped by

up grade, and he was hand*
the weight of the heavy
Two short, sharp whistle
lantern.
blasts from Itehliul told him that Nellie's signal had Ι»οΛ seen and that the
express would be stopi>ed fur enough
below the station to make all safe if he
could only communicate the danger to
the limited in time.
The stôldy. even exhaust from the
engine of the latter train was becoming

horribly

distinct.

Great beads of perspiration stoo<i out
upon his forehead as he redoubled his
efforts. His heart almost failed him
when he saw the rays from the engine's headlight veer to the north as It
reached the tangent of the curve, but
he struggled bravely 011 and in half a
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There was no coyness In her answevt
«ο blush tinted the pale, beautiful facet
but she drew herself up with an alt of

WEDDING

simple dignity that commanded
sped aad admiration.

RING

In the state of Colombia there is a
ant (Attn cephalotes) which
causes a great deal of injury to plantations. It attacks ami carries ofT Indiscriminately all kinds of foliage, and
no sort of vegetation seems to come
amiss to it. The quantity of foliage
carried off by these ants is immense.
A naturalist recently investigated the
uses to which the ants put this mass
of vegetable matter, and ho ascertained that they employ it to make hotbeds. upon which their eggs are deposited to be hatched by the heat produc d
by the fermentation of tin· leaves. The
ants do not eat these portions for food,
and the larva1 are fed upon a carefully
selected diet. Once the brood Is hatch-

large

ed. the ants clear away the hotbed, carrying out of their nest all the decom-

ΤΠΕ

notary there who will marry us, and
far safer from pursuit."
"Very well," I answered. "Let us be

we are

off."

Refusing my proffered assistance,
Mlle, de Boursons walked to the carriage and spraug lightly to the back
Rather awkwardly I took my
seat
place In front, gathered up the reins
and drove off as swiftly as I could in-

duce the ancient steed to move.
Mademoisel.e drew her mantle closely over her head and shoulders, and
only once during the long drive did she
speak. Then it was to direct me to the

She wts cndatvorlmj to explain.
minute more stood breathless and trembling, but happy and triumphant, at
the top of tlu< lull, looking straight into
tbc fiercely glaring headlight and
swinging iiis lantern across tin* track.
Once, twice, tbrice. be swung it without response. "Johnnie Clark must be
mad." he thought, "to go lurching
around tills curve with his eyes shut!"
lîut even with tbe thought there came
the acknowledgment of the signal, followed immediately by a hoarse shriek
for brakes, which notified the crew in
the coaches behind that danger lurked

ahead.

Ned had done all he could and had
barely time to step aside l»efore the
train went rushing by. but the grinding of the brakes told him that Johnnie
had the "emergency" applied and that
if the sand held out his efforts were not
in vain.

It was some time before the exhausted boy could summon strength to retrace his steps. Ile had not proceeded
far before lie met a flagman, hastening
back to protect the llmlted's rear end.
who shouted as Le passed. "What's the

Clatter here, pardner?" but waited not
for a reply.
Ned soon came upon the final scene
of the event, where stood the panting
locomotives, scarce twenty feet apart,
snorting defiance ut each other as If
furious at being cheated of the fray.
There he found Nellie, who, with Incoherent words and trembling voice,
wus endeavoring to explain the situation to the bewildered trainmen. Ned
at once assumed this not very ditHcuit
task, and It required but few words
from him to elucidate matters to his

quick wltted audience.
Then, after one or two rfmoke begrimed kisses had been reverently
pressed upon Nellie's fear wldtened

forehead and one or two "God bless
you, boy!" for Ned, one train backed
into the siding and allowed the other
to pass it on the main line, and soon
both had sped on into the darkness and
the night, bearing their precious loads
of living freight, who, all unconscious
of their narrow escape, were calmly

slumbering.
After a long consultation the young

lovers decided that Silas must be made
with the facts at once. After Silas had telegra plied a report of it
to his superintendent they were alternately scolded and caressed until daylight The next day the following let-

acquainted

ter came to Silas:

every—

I wanted tb win
Whlffers—Huh!
Miss Beautl, and I took your advice
nnd devoted myself to Mrs. Beautl, and
now the old lady, who is a widow,
wants to marry me herself.
He Had Been Helped Once.
Two Turks were at a French banquet. Toward the end of the feast a
Frenchman selected a toothpick from
the tray near him and politely passed
the tray on to his neighbor, who, however, peremptorily declined the offer,

exclaiming:
"No, thank you; I have already eaten
two of the accursed

things."

A Remedy.
He—The doctor told Jack that he hnd
been studying too hard lately.
She—And what did he recommend?
He—Oh, he advised him to go Into
society a little more and give his brain
a

rest.—Brooklyn Life.

Poor Anntlel
Enfant Terrible—And did they go Into the ark two by two?
Mamma—Yes, dearest.
Enfant Terrible—Well, who went
with auntie?

Success rules are like snails—they
must be driven Into something or they
will soon rust.—Baltimore Herald.

Jlching Joints
and other

In the fingers, toes, arms,
parte of the body, are jointe that are
inflamed and swollen by rheumatism—
that acid condition of the blood which
affects the muscles also.
Sufferers dread to move, especially
after Bittmg or lying long, and their
condition is commonly worse in wet
weather.

MIt has been a Ιοης time since we have
My
been without Hood's SarsaparlUa.
father thinks he could not do without it.
lie has been troubled with rheumatism
since he was a boy, and Hood's Sarsaparllla Is the only medicinc he can take that
will enable him to take bis place in the
field." Mies Ada Doty, Sidney, Iowa.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

and Pills

of rheumatism—no
outward application can. Take them.
Bemove the

cause

"In her grave," was the hoarse an-

swer.

"Monsieur !"
"I told you before that she was dead.
It is true. You have wedded a ghost."
The next morning, iu company with
the notary, I drove down the road till
we came to the brick wall where I had
first seen Amélie de Boursons.
We entered the gates and walked to
the chateau that stood in tbe neglected
grounds. An old woman admitted us,
tbe caretaker, and at tbe notary's request allowed us to visit the gallery.
The notary threw back tbe shutters,
and tbe sun came In and flooded the
beautiful girl whose violet
I portrait of a
eyes regarded me with the same sweet
expression I had noted in my bride of

discovered the lights of Tregonne twinkllng before us I bad come to doubt
the perfect wisdom of my present
course.

But It was too late to draw back
now, and the girl was very beautiful.
"This is the notary's," said my companion in her low, sweet voice, indicat-

a gesture a rambling structure
from whose windows gleamed a single

ing by

waking.

light

I was aroused by the sudden halting
of my horse, who gave a frightened
snort and planted both frout feet tlrmly before him.
A subdued sobbing, as of a woman In
distress, fell upon my enrs, and, leaning forward, I peered into the moonlight to discover whence it came.
A high brick wail ran close to the
roadway, covered with Ivy and lichens,
and leaning against an angle of this, a
few steps before me, was a slight, girlish form draped in a dark mantle.
I sprang to the ground and softly approached her. Her face was buried In

leaped out, found the door at the
a long pathway and knocked up
on it loudly.
A tall, thin man beyond the middle
I

the previous evening.
"It is Amelie de Boursous," said tbe
notary in a gentle voice. "I have seen
this picture often and heard the girl'a
age, holding a tallow candle high above
pitiful story, and that is why I knew
hie head, answered my call.
her hist night to be u mere phantom.
"You are the notary?" I asked briefly
Henather was a stern, hard man, who
assent.
nodded
He
j insisted upon her marrying a person ut"I wish to be married."
terly distasteful to the young girl. She
"Bu«
"Married!" he echoed in surprise.
tried to escape, but was captured and
when, monsieur?"
brought home to confront her fate. On
"Now; at once."
! the
wedding morning they found her
"But thJ bride, monsieur?"
dead in her bed. She had taken her
"I will fetch the bride. She Is waitThat was forty years ugo,
own life.

end of

ing without"
I monsieur."
I thought he Intended to protest, so 11
As we left the room I glanced curl·
the
for
left him abruptly aud returned
at the ruby that sparkled on my
ously
lady. She was already coming toward I
linger.
the bouse, and as I met her ehe motion
I wear it to this day.
ed me to go before, while she followed
It is the only evidence I have evec
the
pathway.
silently up
of my phantom bride.
possessed
coreI
without
us
admitted

her hands, and she sobbed bitterly.
"Mademoiselle," I said, speaking In
French, "you are in trouble. Can I as-

sist vou in anv wav?"

The notary
mony, aud we entered a email, dimly
lighted room that appeared to be a

I

Faillit^ Illuntrated.
talking about futility anà
I
for some reason known only to eieb
I
other failed to agree.
Finally slw

study.
^ L
My companion at once seated herself
In an armchair, but without removing
the muflliugs from her face.
The notary suuffed the candle, arranged his books and, turning to me
with a penetrating look, said:

There is a paper published in London
called the Anti-Top Ilat. It depends
for its circulation not upon subscribers. but upon the will of an eccentric
old man who hated the conventional
form of headgear with a hatred which
lie carried beyond the grave, lie fought
the "stovepipe" hat while alive, and
when he died he left his nephew $2,000
a year on condition that he edit and
publish η monthly paper devoted to
ridiculing the "top hat." The nephew
nccepted the legacy and the responsibility and issues his paper regularly,
though he confines each edition to three
copies, one for himself and one for

Tbe Rule Wobbled.

ly.

Trogonne road.
With ample time for reflection my
adventure now began to seem rather
queer and uncanny, and by the time w«>

Kdltlon.

Yon
Whlffers—See here. Bllffers!
told me the way to vMn a girl was to
devote myself to her mother.
Biiffers—Yes. slrree, that will do it

I ran back to the doorway.
"Where is toy wife?" I asked.
"She followed you down the path,"
■aid the man.
"But ehe is not there."
Without α word tbe notary accompanied me back to tbe carriage, No truce
of the girl was to be seen.
Bight and left among the shrubbery
I searched. Τ called aloud her name, entreating her to come to me, but no sight
of tbe beautiful face rewarded my efforts.
I returned to the notary's study filled
with vague misgivings.
"Where can she be?" I asked dismal-

"Not Danvere," she replied, shrinking back as I sought to take her hand.
"Let us go to Tregonno. There le a

and upward.

sun.

peared.

vers."

posed vegetable matter. This Is thrown
out In heaps apart, and in the large ant
hills these heaps will contain bushels
A Limited

my ra-

"We
"Then come," I said eagerly.
It will be midmust lose no time.
night before we can hope to reach Dan-

my

Λ TrocMuNouie Ant.

ι drew a seal ring from my finger
and placed it upon her Icy band, mid
In its place she slipped a large ruby
from taer own band upon mine.
The ceremony concluded, 1 paid tbe
notary, thanking him briefly /or Ida
services, and, followed by my bride,-^
walked down tbe path to my carriage.
Tbe notary stood In the doorway lighting us with tbe candle.
▲t tbe carriage I turned to hand my
wife to her seat, but she bad disap-

moment and then

Indeed, I cannot help myself.
b« your wife."

!nn nt Loudre was very dieagreeable. The odor of garlic
and cabbage and the dampness
if ><■ r ri t! η *»t once and wish
» 111. e
and dirt were unsupportable,
·.·
ho
Is
»
t--i
that
ni
I.',
v.
Mursden
yoii '·.··
and so I decided to push on to Dan·
It· ι·.·:.··· ap,r Intei! right operator at Som·
vers. The only vehicle I could procure
U. XI. ΠυΠΝΗΛΜ,
ervllk
Superintendent
was a rattling two seated gig drawn
by a bony white horse of doubtful abilIVItt'i'i (!<c (iiK.rglai M In L'ued.
ity, but as my destination was only
uut {;ou. rally known three hours away and I was not liable
Among
in ll:t« i'..vi t!i;it ti;o hourglass is uni- to meet any one on the lonely road I
versally u.?:«i ou board ships in the started off cheerfully enough, resolved
Kii; li.-s'i navy wlit'ii the log Is tienved to enjoy my solitary drive to the utat ni:;!:t.
most.
Every hoi·:· the boatswain or one of
The moonlight as It glinted on the
the bontsv.r.iri's mates blows on his soft green of the hedges and streaked
whistle a pwe.Jhtr shrill note called the the gray of the dusty road was very
reel. The person in the watch to whom beautiful, and before half a league had
this duty is ass: #.ud then heaves the been passed over I heartily"congratulog. a small piece of wood with a sink- lated myself upon my good fortune in
er fitted in ft, and at that moment the
escaping the horrible inn at Loudre.
glass is turned. Though termed an
After an hour's dreamy and delighthourglass generally. It is only a four- ful ride I came to a crossroads where
teen second glass really.
with difficulty I deciphered the batAs the last grain runs out the log tered
signpost and learned I must turn
line Is stopped with a Jerk, which also to the left to
reachJJanvers. So, cluckloosens the 'j'ud sinker. The log lloats
ing up my deliberate steed, who prothe
line
Is
surface
of
the
to
the
sea,
up
ceeded in a half dignitled, half protesthauled in :h>J an entry made in the
ing fashion, I turned Into a grassy lane
book, which, from its containing this between two tall
hedges and drove
among other items of the daily and
through a lonely district until the
uightly events « f the voyage, is culled dreamy Influence of the night overthe log book.—London Country Life..
came me and I drifted Into a somnolent state midway between sleep and

protect them from the burning

and have

W. J. Wheeler,

yru

Anclcut Head Covering*.
The hat Is simply a variation of and
no doubt-an Improvement upon the ancient coverings for the head, no mutter what their shape or material. Comment lias been made because some noted paintings of Scriptural and oriental
life do not depict the headdresses of
the males. This Is most noticeable In
paintings of ancient Syrian life, for no
iloubt the Syrians wore then, as now, a
turban, thick, light and colorless, to

Pianos Organs
nice trades in second
hand instruments.

ilcalre

grr.tcful appr<-clati'η of their timely and
heroic· r :·«'*.π. I h· pe at an early date to
make more submit r.slrtl recognition of It.
Me.· nwhUc. In vle-.v of last night's ocvurrenc, 1 hvvo decided to make α night

black walked up to her. gave her some
bank notes and took the child to a
store. Half an hour later she emerged
with the same child elegantly dressed,
hailed a cab and drove away.

-

Organs,

I

RUBY

a

"I think I ehall treat you, monsieur.
I will

L Frank
Baum

I

They

j

asked:

were

now. suppose you give me an
of what you call futility."
I "All right," said he. "Multiply 3.!MG
^
"I must know your name, monsieur." I
by 721."
"Richard Harrington."
j She took her little gold pencil In :.ei
"Your residence?"
j hand, seized a piece of paper and aftei
"I am an American."
I a few minutes of diligent figuring :;u
I
book.
He wrote the answers In his
nounced the result.
Then, glancing toward the armchair. I "Two million eight hundred and for
be continued:
ty-five thousand and sixty-six," said
"The lady's name?"
j she.
I waited for her to reply, but as she
"Divide that by 2." lie continu d.
remained silent I answered:
hundred and
four
"One million
"An\glie de Boursons."
| twenty-two thousand live hundred and
I
loud
In
a
the
"Who?" cried
notary
thirty-three," she said.
voice, springing to his feet while a look
"Now add
"Very well," said he.
of fear and consternation spread over
7 to that and then subtract 1.42"-'.." !U,
bis wrinkled face.
and tell me what you get."
"Amelia de Boursons," I repeated
"The result Is 0," said she after fur
man's
the
infected
agitation
by
slowly,
titer figuring.
In spite of myself.
"Well, that's what I call futility,"
The notary stared wildly at the muf I
said he, with a laugh. "You've «·<■·.·
fled form of the lady. Then he drew out
ered a sheet of paper with figures to
bis handkerchief aud wiped the beads
arrive at nothing."
I
of perspiration from his forehead.
^
Whereupou she became so angry that
"What does this mean, monsieur?" 1 I
she refused to urgue further ou ti.e
demanded angrily.
subject.
The man heeded me not the slightest, I
to
I
The Jewel· of · Saint.
but clutching the edge of the table
steady himself and extending bis lormJ, Tho idea of sanctity usually carries
bony finger toward the girl, he ex· I srith it a suggestion of poverty, and It
claimed:
I nay seem a contradiction to refer
"Are you Ameile de Boursons?
to the Jewels of a saint. It has been
Slowly, with admirable grace and •ustomary for painters who choose for
dignity, the lady threw back her man [heir subjects saints or martyrs to

I

"Well,

example

}
j

Buying α Daughter.
A lady in costly mourning attire was
walking in λ street in Vienna the other
day when she saw a beggar woman
with three children, one of them a girl
of two, sitting at the foot of a monument. She sent a street porter to nsk
If she would give up the girl. The woman nodded, whereupon the lady in

ficiency

Pianos and

pnrcr.trI ,\uth> rlty.

By.......

™ *

main line at your station, I wish to Inform you that the failure of Night Operator Thomas at Denis to deliver an order
to No. 03 was the cause of the unfortunate occurrence.
I believe I nm acquainted with all the
particulars of the incident and hope you
have not been tno severe with the young
people on amount of their disregard of

loto my face (or
replied slowly:

each of the old man's executors.

A*

I have

Dayton, Dec. 6.
Carver, Agent Somcrvllle:
Referring to your telegraphic report
concerning trains 72 and 93 meeting on

Silas

|

"I think 1 shall trust you, monsieur."

She lifted her head, and the moonfell upon the most beautiful face
I have ever seen. Absolutely faultless
In feature, It was surmounted by a

light

j

of yellow hair that shone like
gold In the glare of the moonbeams,
while a pair of deep violet eyes that
even tears could not dim looked earcrown

nestly into mine.
"Who are

you?"

I asked

gently,

tie, and her marvelous beauty was I treat them with the utmost simplicity.
are depletagain revealed.
j [q a majority of cases they
The notary, with distended eyes fixed I ed as devoid of ornament or decoraupon the vision, sank back in his chair I tion, and in the few exceptional Inwith a low moan.
I stances, as when the subject of the pic"This must be explained, monsieur." I ture Is a ruler or king, the gems are
I cried, striding to his side aud grasp- few and purely symbolic, being suffiing his shoulder. "Is there any reason rent only to denote tbe rank of the in*
why I should not marry Mlle, de Bout- I iividual portrayed.
ions?"
Raphael, who was perhaps the^great"Mlle, de Boursons," returned the >st painter of religious subjects tbe
notary, still regarding her with horror, I ivorld has known, has In most of bis
ivorks adhered strictly to this rule, but
"has been dead these forty years!"
"Dead!" I echoed, staring first at the η the head of "St. Cecilia" Is to be noof
notary and then at the girl, while a deed a departure frogi It. A row
lenee of bewilderment overcame me.
pearls, to which are attached three

"and

you here?"
"I am Amelie de Boursons, monsieur,
and I reside at the chateau Just within
these gates."
The soft, musical notes of her voice
added to the powerful impression her

why

are

exquisite beauty had already produced

upon my heart.
"But it is late," I continued. "Surely
some great misfortune must have befallen you to bring you here at this
hour."
"It is

de Boursons arose with a
shunning smile and came to my sid*
Mlle,

true, monsieur," she replied,
struggling with a new paroxysm of
grief. "Tomorrow is my wedding day."
"But is that so terrible an event?" I
asked.
"If you but knew, monsieur,"
said, "how vile and brutal is the
they are forcing me to marry,
would willingly save me from my

she
you
hor-

twdy.

She accompanied these words with
appealing look Into my face, and
then she dropped her bead and sobbed
an

anew.

I did not stop to reason upon the
strangeness of ail this. I was a young,
generous hearted man in those day*
and could not resist this appeal from
beauty in distress.
"But tell me," I said, "how can I save
you from this distasteful marriage? Do

jI

it_

I

self.

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

you wish to fly? I have a conveyance
close by and will gladly escort you to a
place of safety.'J
"To fly would avail me nothing," she
answered, with a sweet sadness. "They
would follow us and force me to re-

turn."
"But how else can I save you?" I
Scott's Emulsion is the
"■■
asked helplessly.
of life and of the enneans
"I do not know," she replied, with η
of life of thousands of
sudden calmness that suggested despair,
"but unless you can llud some way to ncn, women and children.
succor me I shall take my own life."
To the men Scott's EmulThere was no doubt from the exthe
iion
that
voice
earnest
her
of
low,
pression
she meant this, and, filled with conso necessary for the
sternatiou at the thought, I racked my
and the
1 :ure of
brains for some way to preserve both
losses from
of
I
her life aud happiness.
At last an idea came to me, but 1
disease.
iny
trembled at my owe présomption as I
women
For
suggested it.
It is
"Mademoiselle," I said haltingly, "1 ! >ion croes this and more.

J

oyment

flesh

gives
•trength

and

consumption

■

body
epairing
lasting

Scott's Emul-

ι

most

sustaining food and

:onic for the special trials that
Aromen have to bear.
monsieur?"
"Marry
you,
prise.
"Then pursuit would be useless. BeTo children Scott's Emuling my wife, you would escape this vil- ! sion
gives food and strength
lain who Insists upon wedding you. I
:or
i
all
that
am free and able to give you
growth of flesh and bone
For pale girls,
would add to your happiness, and I
md blood.
■hall learn to love you very dearly. It :or thin and
boys Scott's
sickly
la true that I am a stranger to you, but
is
a
Emulsion
great help.
I assure you I am In all ways worthy
to seek both your heart and your
hand."
She eased with earnest lntentness

ornaments her gown at the

aeck, and this Is lier only Jewelry. The
liair is simply arranged and without a
lewel of any kind. The single row of

I
"Come, monsieur," I said to the
tary, who watched the scene In amaze"Read the ceremony at once
ment.
We are In haste."
Slowly and with trembling voice the
notary obeyed,.the girl at my side returning the answers in a sweet, collect-1
ed voice that disarmed my fears and I
calmed to some extent the notary him-1

rible fate."

You must
but one alternative.
marry me."
The violet eyes opened wide In sur·

Ululants,

"See. monsieur!" she exclaimed mock-1
Do I
Ingly and giving me her baud.
feme, themselves the emblems of chasyou also think me dead?"
tity, emphasizes the exquisite simplicij
The hand was as cold as ice, but its I
ty of the face.
touch sent a strange thrill through my

man

see

j

Send tor free sample.
SCOTT A BOW NE, Chemist·.
New York.
♦ΟΘ-41Β Pearl Street.
0Oo. and tl.OOi all druggists.

Effect of Maato oa AalaaU.
At the zoo the zebra, wild asi deer
tnd oetridi went into paroxysms of
■age at the sound of tlie piccolo, alhough they bud manifested various
signs of pleasure over the violin and

The tiger was asleep and relute.
'uscd to be uwakened by the fiddler
ind flutist. But wbeu the man with
he piccolo began to play tbe animal
iprang furiously to its feet and rushed
ingrlly up aud down tbe cage, lashing
te tall. So extreme was the twasfs

mgulsh that the piccolo man speedily
?ave place to the flutist Tbe difference In effect was at once apparent,
rhe tiger stopped, listened, lay down

ind purred like a kitten in its enjoy
nent of tbe grateful sounds, and presently fell asleep in luxurious repose.—
London Spectator.
A Tree CtiTukick.
A good story is told of John Astley, a
fellow student with Sir Joshua Reyn}Ids in Loudon aud in Home.
While walking in the Campagna
Reynolds and some other students took
iff their coats, but for a long time

nothing would persuade young Astley

to take his off. At last be was prevailed on to do so, and tbe cause of
Ills unwillingness to comply with the
wishes of bis friends was then reveal·
?d by an oil sketch of a waterfall
painted on the back of tbe artist*·

waistcoat.

Llchtisg
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Candle

by Snoke.

When the candle has burned low, to
as to leave a tolerably large wick, blow

It out. A dense smoke will arise. If
another candle be applied to tbe farthest end of the smoke a very strange
thing will happen. Tbe flame of the
lighted candle will be carried to the
one Just blown out, looking sometime·

like a flash of lightning proceeding at
Tbe experiment may be
s slow rate.
performed by blowing out the candi·
is often as it is lighted.
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Editor· and

First RaptUt Church, Rev. Η. Π. Btahop,
I'reachln* every Sunday at II A. M.
•astor.
iu η'lav School at "ί M. Junior C. E. at 2:30 P.M.
iabbath Evening Service at Τ 30 r. M. T. P. S.
E. Tuesday evening at 7 30 p. m.
Prayer
■letting Thurwîav evening at 7 JO. Covenant
iloetlng the last Kri <ay before the let Sunday
>f the month at 2 30 p. x. All nototherwlae con
iccted are cordially Invited.
Cnlvervallst Church, Rev. J. II. Little, Pastor,
'reaching service every Sunday at II a. m.
lunday School at 13 J*.

Forbes,

Proprietor·.
a. E. Forbes.

<;rokok m. atwood.

Tv.k*e —#1Λ> a year l( pal·I strictly In a-lvancc.
Hherwtee #2.00 a year. Single copies 4 cento.
All !epl advertisement*
Ai>VKHTisk.siKMT8
are riven three consective Insertions for il.St)
In
of
Inch
column. Special contracte
length
I>er
made with local, transient and yearly advert!*
—

Miss Julia Brinckle went to Boston
rhursday where she will spend the win-

ere.

»r.

Job 1'KUrriNO —New type, fast preeuee, steam
power, experienced workmen ami low prices
combtae to make this <lepartment of our bualη ces complete anil popular.

Coming

Ex-Governor Perham and daughters,
ind Miss Wilnia Perham returned the
ast of the week to their Washington
lume.
Mrs. W. L. Perham has been in
S'ew York several days to arrange for
storing their household goods, prepara»rv to spending the winter here.
Captain and Mrs. H. W. Lyon left here
Wednesday, going to Annapolis for a visit
:o their son, H. W. Lyon, Jr., who is a
:adet at the navel academy.
Three doer were seen near Oscar
Chandler's farm buildings, in Sumner,
Wednesday, Oct. 7, by two tourists from
Paris Hill, who were out on a pleasure
Irive.
At the annual meeting of the Ladies1
Universalist Social Circle, the following
officers were elected :
President—Mrs. O. A.Thayer.
Vice President—Mrs. A. P. Stearns.
Secretary—Mrs.C. P. Harlow.
Treasurer—Mrs. Ε ΙΪ. Jackson.
Executive Committee—Mre. II. K. Hubbard,
Mi*·. John Pierre, Mlsu· Helen Cole, Sire. W. 11.
;umn>lnge. Ml-e I'na P.Taylor
Auditor—Mise Helen Cole'

Events.

Oct. 20-ϋ.— \nnual meeting of Maine SlateSunday School Association, South l'arts.
NKW ADVKItTISKMKNTS.
The Ladtce* Furnishing House.
Kail Clothing.
Win. C. Leavltt.
Hot Water Bottle».
Kail tiargaln ListNotice.
l>r. Austin Tenney.

Chambers.

House for Sale.
?*) Dollar»' Worth.
1'ctltlou for Discharge.
Kariu for Sale.

John's Letter.
We heard the snapping of tho little
ligament in our ankle when we jumped,
and we felt it at one and the same time,
and we are not stalking across the centuries with the lordly bearing ami the
majestic tread of the old time aborigine.
We have sunk to a hobbler. "What a
fall was there, my countrymen !" We
had to forego the pleasure we anticipated taking at our Grange fair and at
Mountain Grange fair, both of which
We hope
were pronounced a success.
to W able to attend the services on G.
A. K. day at our grange on Saturday
next, where we arc booked for an address.
As we are loaded it might be disastrous
To
to have the charge get "rusted in."
rust <>r bust, that's the question.
"I'lif" Fuller and wife of Waterville
D.
are on a visit to the family of II.
Irish. lie retired from mercantile pursuits a few months ago because of fail-

ing sight.

Nephew Percy

noes to

Boeon to

IN AU

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

atwood

B^AES.

West Paris.

wedding
A quiet but pleasant
occurred at noon on Wednesday, Oct. 7,
when Nina Berdena, only daughter of
Mr and Mrs. George W. Bryant, was
united in marriage to Mr. George D.
Robertson of South Paris. The ceremony was performed in an impressive
manner by Rev. D. F. Nelson of the
Methodist church, the Episcopal service
with the ring being used. The bride
wore a gown of dainty white muslin.
The dress was finished with a quantity
of fine tucks and rows of wide lace insertion. She wore upon ber dress and in
her hair cream white bride rosee.
The room was tastefully decorated
with evergreen and potted plants and
bouquets of beautiful roses and pinks.
The couple stood beneath anarch of laco
drapery entwined with evergreen and
looped with sprays of roses and pinks,
mai» m one corner of the room between
two windows. In the centre, at the top,
hung a lovely horseshoe of pink roses
and white asters. This was given by a
friend for "good luck."
Only the immediate family and five or
six invited friends were present. After
the ceremony an appetizing lunch was
served, and the happy couple then startdW carriage drive to
the White Mountains.
is one of our highly
Robertson
Mrs.
esteemed young ladies, and the groom is
a well-known and much respected citiTheir many friends
zen of South Paris.
unite in wishing them happiness and
home

f?,r.v? 8®ï'eraI

prosperity. Many pretty and useful
gifts were received by the couple. They
will make their home with her parents
the coming winter. Next s( ring they
intend to begin housekeeping in his

home at South Paris.
Remember the business mooting of the
Universalist Circle at the Baptist church
On Friday evening inCuinntings* Hall, next Friday evening.
Ellsworth Curtis invited a party of
the Christian Endeavor Society will give
Admis- friends to a corn roast in his father's
ι harvest supper and sociable.
don to the hall *> cents. Supper will be pasture a short time since.
A nioce of Miss Dana's from Portland
served at 0 o'clock, free for those who
rontribute for the tables, 15 cents will has been visiting her.
Gertrude Stuart is at home from
i>echarged for all who do not contribute.
\11 are cordially invited to come, and Massachusetts.
Α· κ· Baldwin and son from
help make a good time. Those who
'n*">P "e visiting at A. E. Marshall's.
[iad before promised to contribute to the
Although a stormy day the Baptist
supper, are requested to do so at this
time. All who are interested in the people had good success Thursday, over
,-alendar system of raising money are a hundred partaking of the harvest dininvited to meet at the hall at 4 o'clock ner.
The body of Geo. W. Cole was brought
Please come.
on Friday afternoon.
here last Monday from Portland for
burial. Mr Cole formerly lived hero
Lovell.
Nellie M. Robinson of Somerville, and worked for the G. T. R. Company.
His daughter and husband from Berlin
Mass., is visiting at C. K. Chapman's.
F
The fall session of the York and Cum- came here with the body. Rev D
met them at the train and acNelson
berland Christian Conference was held
them to the grave where a
at Lovell Centre last week, continuing companied
he
from Thursday afternoon until Sunday short service was held, and where
was laid beside his wife who died about
evening.
Mr. C. G. Andrews and wife of South ten years ago.
Kin>ball and maid ami
Paris visited here a few days recently.
Rev. J. W. Grindell has resigned the Mrs. Jordan of Portland arrived Wednesday to occupy the Kimball cottage for a
pastorate of the Christian Church.
Rev. C. F. Sargent and family left here week.
The new post office block is now near
recently for their new home at Solon,
and will be ready to ocMaine, but will stop a few days at Den- mg completion
mark to visit friends. They leave here cupy soon. It is a good building and an
to
our
addition
village
with the sincere regard and best wishes
The corn shop had a short run and our
of the people whether connected with
farmers
have
had
to send quite a large
the church or not.
of corn to the South Paris shop
George Pitcher and wife of Portland quantity
1 his last week a crew of ten women
called on friends here Thursday.
Mr. Mead of the Vendôme, Boston, worked four or five days to label what

spend

week among relatives.
Our housekeeper has returned from
North Turner where she has been for
two weeks, having work done on her
buildings. On the whole it is somewhat
better to have a woman about the premises to keep things picked up and
dusted. They also come in handy about
meal time, if you ever noticed.
We have decided in our own mind that
cotton seed meal fed to the mother cow
has a tendency to produce a disarrangement of the internal contrivances of the
little sucker. We have one that is being
fitted for the shambles. When about
two weeks old we began feeding cottonseed in small quantities to the mother
and immediately there was trouble with
was canned hero.
the calf. We substituted middlings and has been here for a week, boarding at F.
Arthur Mann is improving and can
are happy to inform the public that the C. Walker's.
The first trip on the R. F. D. route now get about the house some
aforesaid calf is on the high road to
Hra(,b»ry has made a
health and the butcher, Indeed, is quite from Lovell was made by F. C. Walker,
P "S and wiI1 not have
well I thank you. However it is not in- Thursday, Oct. 1.
m
\«η·η
J. F. Stearns, who has been in poor Miss Ο Donald to assist in her millinerv
fallible proof that the cotton-seed was
store as she at first intended. Miss
the cause, but it iooks tliat way. Troub- health for some time, is improving and
able to do some light work about his Laura h. Bailey of Portland is with her
les come promiscuous.
as trimmer through the fall season
place.
Jon.
is wor*ng for
Mrs. Mollie II. Woodbury has returnWillis.
Elias
Mr.
ed to Hartford, Conn., and Misses Rob- MrS. Frank L.
Mr. Stowe Writes.
inson and Heald to Boston, but will Thomas of Portland was in town Friday
E'litor Democrat :
visit New York for a few days before on a business tri ρ to see M r. Willis.
Mrs. Frank Briggs of Portland has
It is going on throe weeks since I exgoiug to their work.
with
its
old
home
changed my
pleasant,
moih°'· Mre·Sara'·
A very good job has been done on the
for
sad
associations,
with
intermingled
road near Alva Gammon's, by grading
the now which has been to me from the the hill and
Last
Saturday afternoon, Eleanor
drawing the gravel on to
first, Hun-·, in its broadest significance. the road at and near the brook, raising Tue
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. R
I am n<«w located in Yarmouth, two and the
pleasant,y entertained a
bridge about two feet.
a half miles from the Grand Trunk R. H.
fif'<*n gnests, the occasion beDr. Stearus has sold his pair of gray
μ
station, two' miles from the post office, horses to Ε. 'Γ. Stearns.
ng the celebration of her tenth birthand half a mile from the Portland and
Thore was a good attendance at the May. bno received several pretty cifts.
Yarmouth electrics, in a farming district, meetings of the conference at the Chris- Games woro played and a general good
time was enjoyed.
A treat of con fee
beautiful for situation. Here is an un- tian church.
cake and ice cream was served.
obstructed view of the sun rising and
Geo. II. Fox -has gone to Lynn to run
W* P°"le of South Parif
setting and one evening last week the a testing machine.
sun went down in all its glory clothed in
excellent sermon at the M
Eben X. Fox was drawn juror for the
while the
a beautiful garb of fiery red,
coming term of court. Why the papers Ε. chapel, last Sunday morning.
made
moon at the same time in the east
Friends and acquaintances in this
should all report the name as "Daniel F.
its appearance ae though rising with the
and pained k
is uuknown to us.
Durgin"
scene
the
sun in its grandeur.
learn of the sad and sudden death list
Viewing
with almost overwhelming rapture the
Greenwood.
words came to me quieting in their asN»>
can the

a
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"Be still ami know

tnat

1

am

"Charming are the variegated forests now,"
since their beauty is gone, and many of
their leaves are already withered and
fallen to the ground. But how many
remember the truth of the words: "We
all do fade as a leaf?"
No frost since our last writing, and
still they are harvesting theirsweet corn.
The Ilenricks brothers visited at the
Bennett place Wednesday and stopped
over night.
In the evening they gave a
neighborhood concert, singing, and playing on the guitar, accordion and mandolin, also a phonograph of superior sound
which added very much to the entertainment.
Thursday, Will Swan was our guest,
and reported that the bears had killed
two sheep for Daniel Cole, and probably
a number for Ransom Cole, since they
are missing from the Hock.
Frank Bennett is at work up country
on a dam.
His wife is in the meantime
visiting her relatives at the Centre. Wo
are glad to report that her health is
somewhat improved.

(.«ext."

After a residence of thirty-four years
in a community of the kindest friends
and neighbors, it is no small matter to
break away, even for a good home in
another locality. But in all respects it
is not new for here comes a revival of
former friendships and acquaintauces
which I hold dear. Truly "the lines are
fallen unto me in pleasant places." Although I am in the main retired, I am
outside
in communication with the
world through the Lewiston Journal, the
Portland Daily l*ress and Oxford Democrat, and I may say private and special
correspondence. Please note my address is Yarmouth. Yours very truly,
S. Stowe.

Reception at Brownfield.
On Saturday afternoon, Oct. 3d, an
exceedingly pleasant reception to the
NV. C.

poet sing:

T. U.

members of the school board, teachers
and students of the high school was
given by the W. C. T. U. Mrs. E. A. (J.
Stickney, president of the union, pre-,
sided. The following programme
carried out:

North Buckfield.

was|

Bryant's

Pond.

Mr. Andrew Hill has purchased a
house at Norway and Mr. and Mrs. Hill
moved this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lesmore Currier havr
their goods packed for removal. Mis.
Currier goes to Falmouth to reside with
her parents. Mr. Currier is sick with
tuberculosis and his physician siys his
only chance is to go to a warmer climate,
and he starts for California as soon as he
can arrange his affairs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred DeShon and Mr.
DeShon's mother are moving into the
Dunham house just
vacated by the

Curriers.

Mrs. Jennie Lurvey is cook at the
Glen Mt. House and Miss Ida McC-allum
left Mrs. Berry's and is doing table
work at the hotel.
Franklin Grange had Children's Day
at the hall Saturday afternoon. There
was a large attendance of little ones, and
the entertainment was very interesting.
The grange will hold an all day session
Oct. 24. Dinner will be served by the
sisters in the dining hall, and there will
be speaking in the afternoon.
Fred Cole is working at tho clothespin
mill.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Q. Perham attended Pomona Grange at South Waterford Tuesday and are at Bangor on business at this writing.
It isn't very often when the law on
partridges is of! that they are accommodating enough to come to the house, but
Mr. Kinsman had an experience of that
kind this fall at Birchmcre. A nice
partridge flew to the house with such
force he wont through one of the plate
glass windows and broke his back. Ic
is supposed there was something after
the bird and it Hew that way for protection.

Alfred Cole is very poorly, m is his sispacking
ADDRESS OF DAVID F. CUMMIHG8 OF
ning factory has closed, about 50,000 ter, Miss Martha Cole. of North BuckMrs. Martha Record
Mr. S. C.
cans having been canned.
UEBROX.
Whitman of Halifax, N. SM had charge. field, and her sister, Mrs. Clapp of MassaThere was a new departure this year, chusetts, visited at Dr. Heald'sand David
At the urgent request of many friends,
part of the corn having been put into Record's recently.
Arthur Benson, wife and daughter, of ν ho heard this excellent and reliable adHon cans. It is the first time this has
in
town
friends
visited
en done in the state and has proved Wollaston, Mass.,
irées at the Albany Centennial Celebraentirely successful. Mr. Fritz J. Tyler Thursday.
;ion, Mr. Cummings has consented to
auction
G.
Π.
Horsey's
Wednesday,
has gone to Leeds for a few days to set
iave it published. lie was born on the
:
Mrs.
and
occurred
Hersey,
Thursday
up some machinery needed in the gallon
arm where the first tree was felled,
three sons loft for New
cannery. Later Mr. Whitman will re- daughter and
liany who are in distant states will
turn to Bethel to attend to the labeling. York.
injoy reading this history who could
The grange fair was a grand success
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason is sponding two
lot be present.
weeks with her son in Portland and at- financially and otherwise. We do not
of the Maine Federa- particularize, leaving that to some one
tending the
season

at the Bethel can-

moeting

|

j

attending.
Going into I. W. Shaw's store he says,
"Report eight runners yesterday and
seven to-day with one more to arrive."
Is this right? Is it economy or good
judgment for the people to support this
army? Wo ask for information.
Ernest Damon has bought a new horse
to help him out in his trucking business.
Mrs. E. G. Cole, Mrs. Josephine Cole
and Miss Annie are visiting friends in
Farmington.

tion.
Walter Wight went to Portland for an
oxamiation for the position of postal
clerk which be paseed successfully.
Dr. G. L. Sturdivant visited his father
in Fryeburg for a few days and attended
the fair.
The students at Oould Academy have
been taking the mid-term examinations
the past week.
Mrs. Charles Davis is in Portland
whore she has submitted to a surgical
operation at the Maine General Hospital.
Rev. and Mrs. Potter have returned
from Fryeburg where they were called
by the critical illness of Mrs. Potter's
father.
Principal Ilanscom wont to Poland
Friday afternoon to visit his fathor, who
is very ill.
There is a great demand for barrels in
which to pack apples by parties out of
town. In a few localities in Bethel the
crop will be abundant but many orchards
are entirely fruitless.
Mr. C. C. Bryant and Mr. Horace Fostor have captured four boars.
A steer
from another pasture wandered into the
enclosure where the trap was sot and
just escaped getting into the trap.
Parties are busy arranging camps for
winter use as a large amount of timber
will be cut this winter. Mr. F. L.
Edwards, as usual, will be one of the

Insurance,
ings narrowly escaped. Help was summoned from Hath, which responded with
»

There

was

Mr. Alzo Ingalls from Biddeford is
visiting his brother, Mr. Augustine In-

galls.

the fall and winter.
Thursday, in spite of the dark clouds
and rain the Ladies' Aid of the Μ. £.
church displayed good courage, and by
noon tho rooms in Odd Fellows Building
h:ul been made attractive by the use of
booths decorated with red, white and
blue bunting. Tables well filled with
fancy articles, aprons and useful articles
and homo made candies were placed in
tho front of tho hall and the table of

vegetables was prominent. Tables prettily decorated and heavily laden with
viands tempted many to supper, and a
pleasant and social time was spent

The corn packing season will end in
this place about the 8th of October.
Mr. C. 0. Wood and wife celebrated
the twontieth anniversary of their marriage and held a reception in Odd Follows' nail, Saturday evening, October 3.
A large number of friends and neighbors wore on hand and brought with
them many beautiful presents. Refreshments were served after which dancing
was tho order of the evening.
The corn canning season is over in
this place with the smallest pack ever
had here, about 130,000.
The parsonage is to bo repainted for
tho use of tho new pastor.
Mr. A. D. Fcsscnden is having several
new heavy wagons built at tho shop of
Mr. I. Π. Borry, for use at tho logging
job on the plains.
Hebron.

around the supper tablo. Tho Harvest
Fair of 1903 was a success.

Mrs. Jane Barrows and friends from
Boston are at Mrs. S. C. Howe's.
Mr. and Mrs. Drew Thompson of AuAndover.
burn are staying a while with their
Not as many deer have boon taken daughter, Mrs. J. C. Donham.
thus far as in tho corresponding time
Mrs. J. D. Sturtcvant has been quite
last year, although several have been sick for a few days.
shot about town.
The many friends of Rov. S. D. RichThe bears are doing mischief to the ardson will be sorry to learn that he is
in
town.
Several
bears
have
in very poor health this fall.
largo
sheep
been trapped and still they come into
Tho apple crop now seems to bo very
the dooryard and catch a sheep as un- good.
concerned as though they had a prior
Some of tho citizens aro rejoicing at
tho certainty of having coal to burn this
right.
The continued drought has made feed winter.
on the hills poor.
II. T. Glover's boys have tho chamMany are feeding their
cows.
pion dog for woodchucks, having killed
The fair passed off beautifully. Nearly SO this year. lie is a young dog and
3,000 on the ground the last day and not tho boys aro justly proud of him.
a sign of liquor was seen for the two
days. One of the greatest fairs ever hold
Andover Fair Premiums.
in town, which is a credit to tho society
Gardon vegetables.—Best display, W.
as precautious wore taken against
any
bad characters that almost always follow II. Mitchell, 1 ; W. II. S&ter, 2. Squash,
H. W. Suter, 1 ; Clias. Thomas, 2. Carrot,
the fairs.
Tomato. Mrs. B.
Tho corn crop is light, but the potato Π. M. Elliott, 1.
1. Potatoes, A. J. Dunning, 1.
crop is abundant. No apples except in Crockett,
II. W. Sutor, 1.
some
localities.
Poor knurly things Cabbage,
norses.—Brood mares, A. M. Roberts,
bring $1.00 per bushel and not many for
1; D. A. Marston, 2; James Hall, 3.
sale at that.
Summer boarders are fast going away Colts, 3 years old, Dr. Stanwood, 1; A.
C. O. Bartlett, 2 and 3.
Sucking colt,
to their city homes.
M. Roberts, 1; D. A. Marston, 2; J.
Several sportsmen come in on the A.
Hall, 3. Draft stallion, H. L. Poor, 1.
daily stages fora few days' hunting.
3 years old, Alvin Colcord, 1.
Maj. Cabot had his auction last Satur- Filly,
Brood mare, draft, L. C. Akors, 1. Filly,
day, selling off most of his goods and
L. C. Akers, 1.
Sucking
farming tools. IIo -is out of health and 1-year-old, L. C.
colt, draft,
Akers, 1.
will never come to Andover again.
Town teams.—Steers, F. W. Bartlett,
Hon. H. V. Poor has a crow painting
his buildings before he returns to Massa- 1; J. Π. Abbott, 2. Oxen, best matched.
F. Bragg, 1; Horvoy Hall, 2. Steers,
L.
chusetts for the winter, which will be
3 years old, Frod Abbott, 1 ; C. F. Farnabout tho 20th.
Tho societies which gave the meals on ham, 2. Best matched steers, 2 years
old, L. F. Bragg, 1; Ilollis Abbott, 2.
the fair grounds took upwards of $400.
Mrs. II. A. Bradcen thinks of selling 1-year-old, N. W. Emerson, 1; L. B.
her house and store at East Andover, if Holt, 2. 3 years old, L. F. Bragg, 1 ; E.
S. Abbott, 2; Simon Bakor, 3.
2 years
the right party comes along.
F. S. Smith is improving his house by old, G. W. & S. F. Abbott, 1; C. H. Abbott, 2.
1-year-old, Ilollis Abbott, 1.
an addition.
Best calves, C. F. Farnham, 1.
Best
matched calves, Enoch Whittcmore, 1.
tas
waierioru.
Best
fat
F.
W. Bartlett, 1. Trainoxen,
Horn the Oth, to the wife of Irving
ed steers, L·. F. Bragg, 1. Herd, G. W.
Stanley, a son.
*Sr
S.
F.
Abbott, 1. Dairy cow, J. L.
Mrs. Irene, widow of the late Jesse
1 and 3; J. L. Bailey, 2.
Stock
Field, died last week at the Central Merrill,
Maine General Hospital where she went cow, Enoch Whittemore, 1 ; J. L. Morfor an operation. The remains were rill, 2 and 3. Durham, G. W. A S. F.
1 and 2.
Iloifer, 3 years old,
brought to her late home, funeral serv- Abbott,
ices occuring there the 1st. Interment Abbott Bros., 1 and 2. 3 years old, N.
Dairy heifer, 2
at Elmvalo cemetery at South Waterford. W. Emerson, 1 and 2.
1-yoar-old,
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Johnson of North years old, H. W. Suter, 1.
E.
1.
Stock bull, Abbott
Whittomoro,
Fryeburg attended the North Waterford
1.
Dairy bull, L. B. Holt, 1.
fair and remained for a short visit with Bros.,
Stock bull, 1-year-old, Archie Tucker, 1.
their daughter, Mrs. C. H. Pride.
Stock
heifer, 1-year-old, N. W. Emerson,
A. J. Ilaskell and family of West
Bethel are also visiting their relatives I. Stock bull calf, E. Whittemore, 1;
E. S. and Ο. B. Poor, 2.
Calf, F. R.
here after attending the fair.
Mrs. Henry 0. Rolfe and little Mildred Barrett, 1 and 2. Best dairy, 1-year-old,
S. W. Suter, 1; J. L. Merrill, 2. 2 years
are visiting in Rumford.
old, J. L. Merrill, 1; J. L. Bailey, 2. 3
years old, Elwin Talbot, 1 and 2. Heifer
Hiram.
calf, L. C. Akers, 1; J. L. Bailey, 2.
On Sept. ISth, Sheriff Flint with DepuBull calf, J. L. Bailey, 1.
ty Sheriff Elmer E. Black, with a warSwine.—Fat hog, Snell Λ Tucker, 1
rant from Trial Justice Llewellyn A.
and 2. Boar, F. S. Smith, 1.
Wads wort h went to the house of George
Sheep.—Best flock, Ilervey Hall, 1.
W. Benson, at Ten Milo Brook in BrownMutton buck, Η. M. Elliott, 1; E. S. aud
and
seizod
28
barrels
of
field,
cider, Ο. B. Poor, 2. For wool, E. S. and O.
1112 gallons, and removed it to East
B. Poor, 1.
Hiram. On Tuesday afternoon it was
ivan
uiiickh,
ruuurjr.
ουαυπχαι
spilled on the mill yard of the Hiram Akers, 1. R. I. Red, Spencer Abbott, 1
Lumber Company, having beon labeled
and 2. Plymouth Rock chick», II. M.
and declared forfeited.
Sheriff Flint
Elliott, 1; W. W. Perkins, 2; 0. B.
arrested Mr. Benson later, and arraigned
Poor, 3.
Leghorn, J. L. Bailey, 1 ;
him Sept. 20th boforo Justice Wadschicks, 2. White Plymouth Rock, F. R.
worth, who tinod him $100.00 and costs. Barrett, 1. Wyandotte, Ο. B. & E. S.
Ile appealed.
Poor, 1. Geese and fantail pigoon, O.
On Sept. 2Uth evening, Mr. and Mrs.
B. Poor, 1.
Eugene Martin celebrated their silver
Dairy and domestic products.—Butter,
wedding. A largo number of friends Mrs. J. II. Talbot, 1; Mrs. M. H. Elliott,
were present.
Among the presents 2. Cheese, plain and sage, Mrs. Η. E.
was a desk, an elegant extension table,
Ilowe, 1. Sponge cake, Mrs. Elizabeth
and various articles of silver ware, inMclvan, 1; Mrs. Bert Ilutcbins, 2.
cluding a beautiful broad dish from the Marble cake, Mrs. Bert Hutchins, 1 ; Mrs.
Pythian Sisterhood.
Ε. E. Bedell, 2. Variety pastry, Mrs. J.
F. Bailey, 1; Mrs. Bert Ilutchins, 2.
Brown bread, Vern Porter, 1; Mattie
Wilson's Mills.
2.
Religious services was hold at the Ilewey,
Children's cooking.
Brown bread,
school house Sept. 27th by Mrs. Grace
Miss Sadie M. Hewey, I. Variety pastry,
Tuck, who gave us a very interesting Miss
Evelyn Elliott, 1. White bread,
talk on the second coming of Christ.
Mrs. F. A. Flint carried Mrs. Tuck to Miss Elliott, 1. Fruitcake, Miss Mildred
Newton, 1. Sponge cake, Miss Beatrice
Upton Monday.
The thuudor shower of Sunday even- Porter, I. Pickles, Miss Alice Poor, 1.
Collection of cannod goods.—Miss Alice
ing made a decided change in the weathMiss Mattie Hewey, 2. Honey,
er. The extreme hot weather of tho mid- Poor, 1;
dle weeks of September was very do- Nelson Bartlett, 1. Maple syrup, Mrs.
Ε. E. Bedell, 1; Mrs. C. M. Newton, 2.
pressing.
David York, who has worked for It. Maple sugar, C. C. Moore, 1.
Fruit display.
Greatest display of
A. Storey tho past year, has finished his
apples, A. Douglass, 1; C. F. Lovejoy, 2;
work and gone away.
J. W. Carter has sold his farm and W. N. Akers, 3. Best display of apples,
Mrs. Elizabeth Mclvan, 1.
crops to Mrs. Peter Littlebale and has
Best collection of Howers.
Π. V.
moved to some more civilized place.
Peter Littlebale bas a very sick child. Poor, 1. Cut flowers, II. V. Poor, 1.
House
H.
V.
plants,
Poor, 1.
Dr. Hight of Milan is the attending phySeed corn.—W. H. Mitchell, 1; Gardsician.
ner Akers, 2; G. W. Abbott, 3.

settled upon tho farm now owned by W.
Tho other farms in that
W. Bird.
neighborhood wore soon settled upon,
also those about the corner.
My grandfather, Dea. Asa Cummings,
was born in Topsfiold, Mass., but in
1798 moved to this town, coming from
North Andover, Mass., with a party of
other settlers.
George Cummings, a
grandson, now owns and occupies the
old homesteaJ which has always been in
Grandfather represented
the family.
the district in which the plantation belonged in the general court in Boston in
1803. He also was ono of tho committee
to prepare a petition ami he presented it
to the Legislature in Boston for acceptHo was chosance which was granted.
en a deacon of the Congregational church
which was formed the same year. The
centennial has already been observed.
The work of this church has been known
fora hundred years, its influence for
good has been great. Long may it continue to bo a beacon, throwing its light
far and wide. Upon Dea. Cummings it
devolved to conduct religious public
meetings much of tho time until 1828,
when Itcv. Thomas Ayer became pastor
of this church.
Grandfather reared a large family of
children, fourteen sons and daughters.
They married and raised families. Thov
and thoir descendants have scattered and
increased until their bounds are unknown; a few worthy and true yet remain in Albany.
Long may they and
their descendants continue to do so.
Grandfather died in 1845, aged 85 years.
So far as I can learn, Albany has never
had a man of medicine or a lawyer
settled here, but has raised boys who
have been both brilliant and euccossful
in each of these professions, also ministers and teachers and men of business by
tho score, scattered in all parts of the

take the bitter with the sweet. Some,
many of you can remember when
in the years of 1801 to 1805, a portion of
Tho men
tho states were in rebellion.
and boys from Albany rallied to the
numerous calls for soldiers, furnishing
many more than its quota and nobly
did their duty.
Many of them never
returned, somo returned marred for
life, somo doomed with poor health by
disease contracted in the servico of their
country. Yet we have no complaints.
The grange is an institution of comparatively recent date spreading its influence for good.
Albany men and
One
women were early in its ranks.
descendants
of other
and
matron
aged
charter members are among tho earnest,
active workers to-day and are doing good
work leading tho youth to a higher
place of usefulness.
The establishing ot schools in Albany
The children
was of very early date.
and youths have availed themselves of
the bonefits afforded in town, and many
with a desire for more education have
gone to other places for it until fitted for
every place of trust or responsibility in
public as well as private lifo. The
schools of Albany hold a good comparison with other towns in the county
to

even

to-day.

Have Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablots
on hand, and you need not worry
if you are 5 miles from a doctor and 10
miles from a druggist, for you won't
Parker's Tonetic
Dr.
need them.
Tablets, the latest production of medical science, made from pure drugs of
rare medicinal properties.
Each box contains 50 Tonctic Tablets
for Body, Blood and Nerves, and a small
box of Liveroid Tablets for Liver and
Bowels. 50 cents a box or 0 boxes for
At all druggists or The I)r.
$2.50.
Parker Medicine Co., 51-53 Exchange St.,
Portland, Maino, U. S. A.
up.

always

New fancy
gold banded,

Numbers direct from 19

or

buy

Sell $11.00 to $16.00.
Sell $16.00 and $iS.oo.
equal. Warranted to keep fire

34.

to

Numbers indirect from 122 to 124.
These wood heaters are without an
and give absolute satisfaction.

PailQ
i £1.119

(fid Ε

Tea

•nd

Coffee Pot·, Kettle·, Berlin
Pan·, and Hlce Boiler*. Bay It

and

Sauce

aave

for 25c.,

a

dipper thrown it..

BROOMS, re.ular 25c. brooms 2
for 35c. These brooms are absolutely
the same broom you will pay 25c.
for anywhere else.

the price of the single. Made outnlde
Wuh Benin·, Pie Plate·,
the Tract.
nt

money.

COME TO MY PLACE IN NORWAY AND SEE IF EVERY
WORD IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS ΝΟΓ TRUE.

WM. C. LEAYITT.
|l

F.

A.

SIKTRTLiEFF

CO.

*

F.

A.

SHIIBTLEFF A CO.

HOT WATER BOTTLES.
ι

quart,

quart and 3 quart,

2

and $1.00.

75 cents, 90 cents

Every
new

You will need

bottle GU \RANTEED.

fall stock is

now

in, better

cannot find better "values

come

one soon.

in and look them

over.

Our

You

anywhere.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
PARIS, MAINE.

SOUTH

MILLINERY
Wc

very strong and beautiful. Small 25c.,
largo :)0c. White stone chambers larg-

choice

η

line

MRS. E. A.
SOUTH PARIS,

of

HATS.

The "(ilobe" Leads.
which will fit you.

vOrSclSt

chambers,
gold,

mottled cream

hnve

TRIMMED

handles traced with

We have a

style

HOWE,
MAINE.

....

est βίκο 25c.

Baking Dishes.

cream cooking
dishes,
gold banded, highesf grade lire proof

New mottled

glazing,
made.

best and

prettiest cooking dishes

Prices very low.

Best Tumbler Value Yet.
Just
blers I

large,

openod

a case

plain

of best

tum-

saw, double thick, extra
highesf finish, best 5c. tumbler
ever

My price 3c., 35c. a

you over saw.

(bolting-Ranges

dozen.

Jardinioros.

this country ami I bought only the double glazed jardinieres in this season's

latest

shapes

and colors.

By

buyiDg

saving
profits and getting only a very small profit
myself I can offer these high grade
doublo glazed goodx at the same price
you usually pay for poorer single glazed
jardinieres.
Λ*κηι the pottery

Also from the

doublo

middlemen's

sumo

pottery

glazed cuspidors

or

sonio

HAVE WON THE LEAD BECAUSE OF

The Single Damper (patented) which prevents the difficulty and confusion of two-damper ranges ;
Extra Large Oven with asbestos-lined back and heatsaving cup-joint flues ;
Improved Dock-Ash Crate, which makes a better ftrt
and

saves

fuel

;

Removable Nickel Rails,
of

blacking;

Together with

the

// there Is

which save half the trouble

Simmering Cover, extra large

Ath Pan, etc.,etc

your town we will aend a
"Crawford" on 30 day»' trial.
no

agent In

CO., 31-35 UilM Strut, But», Mm.

WALKER & PRATT MFQ.

line

spittoons.

20 cents for the 25 cent ones, 25 cents
for the 35 cent kind.

J. Κ Chase, So. Paris.
Binkrupt's Petition for Discharge,
in ihe matter of
)
Edwakd II. Wentwortii [In Bankruptcy,
liankrupt. )

To the Hon Ci.aukm ε Walk, Judge of the Dieti ii t Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
». wentwouth of Rumford, in
the County of Oxford, and Stateof Maine, in
said District, respectfully represents, that on
the 20th day of .June, last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy ; that he has duly surrcn
dcred all hie property and rights of pro|»crty,and
has fully complied with all the requin merits of
said Act* and of the orders of Court touching his

Edward

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
quantity desired.

In any
CAR

LOTS

LOAD

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,

Tho hotel erected and owned by John bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed
Hunt was a busy place in our youthful
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
days. Tho building of the railroad debts
provable against his estate under said
his
busitook
the
away
county
HT. XX.
through
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex BBRIjIIV Α.ΚΓ33 GORSAM,
ness.
We well remember the heavy cep'ed by law f<-oui such discharge.
bated this (!th d <y of October, A. D. 1903.
in
and
teams
going
large
coming
EDWAKD II. WENTWOUTH,
companies, generally stopping for rest
Bankrupt. |
and refreshment.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Tho store of general merchandise, District of Maine. s*.
On this 10th day of Oct., A. D. 19K?, on readowned and occupied by Lovejoy &
the foregoing petition, it is—
French, was also a place where the ing
Ordered by the ourt. that a hearing be ha I
farmers could exchange the products of
upon the eamo on the 30th day of < >ct., A. D.
the farm for such things as they were 1!W3, before said Court at I'oitland, in said Dis.
10 o'clock In t>'e forenoon; and tint
trict,
no
luxuries
being noticeatthereof
compelled to buy,
be published in The Oxford Detn
afforded. It was also a busy place for ocrât, a newspaper
prlnte I In said District, and
and other persons in
almost everything was bought and sold, that all known creditot
[n our early boyhood days there was a Interest, may appear at the said time and plact
ami show cau-e, if any thev h.ive, why the
itore, town house, and two dwelling prayer of said petitioner should not l»e granted.
A nd it Is further Ordered
bouses, also the meeting house standing
by the Court, that the
There's a whole lot of satisfaction in b ying your
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors
near our old home, viz.: at tho corner
of said petition and this ordor, addressed
copies
jf the road leading to the cemetery. to them at their places of resilience as stated.
boys' clothes at a store where you can find the best
Witness the Hon. Clarence IIu.e, Judge
Some of these buildings were removed
to have the newest in
We take
assortment.
or the Mild Court, and the seal thorcof, at Cortby Francis Cummings and erected where land,
in said District, on tho loth day of Oct., Λ.
want you to see the
We
all
at
times.
market
the
Grover
ownod
&
and
by
D. 10 3.
thoy now stand
JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
[L. H.]
Moore, near tho town house; more resuits. These suits are made
fall and winter
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
;ently known as Grover's Corner.
Attest:-JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
and
of substantial cheviots and cassimeres in
what have been the reYou ask

BOYS' CLOTHING.
pains

weight

plain
fancy weaves, in Norfolk, Double Breasted and 3
piece style. Many styles to choose from. The

me

of tho town—what has kept it
ilive? I answer, energy and push of itç
nliabitante, together with good, productive soil and God's blessings upon
;heir hard and diligent labors.
They
Within a
îave been tillers of the soil.
and
timber
wood
the
ew years past
which was formerly burned upon the
! ground has becomo a source of wealth,
kluch remains.
It is thought by some that much value
β buried within the ledges of Albany,
;
t is a question of time when the places
1 >f secreted wealth shall bo opened, or
vho shall do it. I presume it will be
lourcos

linings

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

will be at the Elm Hou^e,
Tuesday, Oct. 20th.
At K. of P. Building,

Thursday,

Oct.
Walker

29th.

Norway,
Bridgton, |

Mrs. Mary Swan, who has been very
At
House,
1 luccessfully done.
is reported as gaining.
Oct. 37th.
Thus we have hastily written some of
Mrs. Harrison Buck still remaine very
>ur remembrances of Albany.
Many inill, and but little or no hope is held for * lidents
might be referred to whioh aro
lier recovery.
FALL BABG«iar LIST
Mrs. Azel Bryant has been quite sick 1 tassed by, but enough already.
of 200 of the beet trade* In New
But
Thus the past and the'present.
bat is improving. Mrs. Florine Estes
just oat, FREE for
England,
rhat of the future?
Aye, no man
bas been oaring for her.
Ftamp;afew with crone, stock
:nowoth. But let us hope and trust,
and tools Included, on e«sv
Mrs. Isaac Judkins' sister from Kenneterms. If you want toget a quick
jet us hope that the Puritan principles
i>unk is visiting her.
Over
sale send for our description blanks.
Mrs. Allie Cushman is enjoying a visit ( f our forefathers are so interwoven with
ISO sales to men from 19 stales since Mar. 16,
he present generation and will be so
1908, is onr guarantee to you tint cur
tiom her sister also.
D. M. French, local
methods are right.
aa
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Purrington are aught by them and their descendants
agent, corn shop, Norway.
Let
ο continue through ages to come.
: tway on a vacation.
Union Mutual
A
Cfrnilt
is trust there will be no falling away
Λ. OirUUl,
Bldg., Portland, fie.
rom the standard of our ancestors. Let
BROKE INTO HIS HOUSE.
s hope that Albany will be more prosNOTICE.
S. LeQuinn of Cavendish, Vt., was I ■erous; the town more densely populatU. 8. Circuit Court, Maine District. I
ι ■obbed of hie customary health by inva- « d; its wealth largely increased; its peoPortland, October 7,1908. (
of
life
ι lion of Chronic
Constipation. When Dr. I le better educated; the standard
Pursuant to the rnlea of the Clrcnlt Court of
! ting's New Life Pills broke into his * nd living higher, and all that tends to , he United States for the District of Maine,
1 louse, his trouble was arrested and now i oodaees and purity increased, when the loUce Is hereby given, that \ lbert J. Stearns of
(orway, in said District, has applied for admis1 îe's entirely cured. They're guaranteed I eople celebrate the next centennial.
ion aa an attorney and counsellor of said CirI ο core. 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.;
David F. Cummdîqs,
ait Co art.
JAMBS B. IUWKY, Clerk.
] ioyei Drag Store, Norway.
Hebron, Me,

sick,

to mm,

THE GLENWOOD WOOD PARLOR,

CHAMBERS FOR BEST ROOMS.

.,

—

day.

·ιρ«··Ιτ·

Handsome and will not smoke.
fine second hand Oil Stove for
One
VENIENT AND LOW PRICED.
sale or to let.
SURE TO PLEASE.

Only

Knowing that the people of this vicinity
preferred high grade goods I have in adding jardinieres to my stock bought from
the Weller pottery in Zancsvillo, Ohio,
country.
The people of Albany have always in case lots. This pottery has the repubeen ready to bear their own burdens, tation of producing the best goods in

—

W. B. Rand and Walter Swift returned from a hunting trip in Byron Tuesday. As they were each fortunate
enough to get a deer, their friends and
neighbors have been feasting on venison.
The road commissioner is doing a good
and much needed repair on the roads in
the village. A new bridge was laid Fri-

lV«t

HANDSOME, USEFUL, CON-

your blood, drivo away humours,
up your nervous system, stimulate
Foster, Clark and others, I cannot name
all or place them in order of settlement. your appetite, euro indigestion, sleepand any run-down or debilitated
Nearly all came from tho town of An- lessness
condition.
dover, Mass.
Build up your system and kcop it built
Abnor Holt was one of the first and

—

Mills.

Perfection Oil Heaters.

BRIGHT OAK GOAL STOVE

ler, Jones, Mears, Haskell, Shedd,
purify
mings, Hutchinson, Hunt, Lovojoy, build

—

Locke's

Hardware, .Ranges and Heaters.

CONFESSIONS OF A PRIEST.

Rev. Jno. S. Cox of Wake, Ark.,
writes, "For 12 years I suffered from
Yellow Jaundice. I consulted a number
of physicians and tried all sorts of medicines, but got no relief. Then 1 began
the use of Electric Hitters and feel that I
am now cured of a disease that had me
in its grasp for twelve years." If you
want a reliable medicine for Liver and
Kidney trouble, stomach disorder or
general debility, get Electric Hitters.
It's guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff &

50c.
so thoroughly taught these virtues to
their descendants that they have been
A LOVE LETTER.
passed down from generation to generaWould not interest you if you're looktion. -This town has always been active
in promoting the good of society. Its ing for a guarntced Salvo for Sores,
representatives in the state legislatures Hums or Piles. Otto Dodd, of Ponder,
and other places of trust have been men Mo., writes: "I suffered with an ugly
who stood for right and justice. This sore for a year, but a box of Rucklen's
town lias raised to man and womanhood Arnica Salve curod me. It's the best
many worthy and eminent persons who Salve on earth. 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff
have gone out into many of the states & Co. ; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
of the union and some to foreign lands,
who with unbounded energy and sterIf You Live 5 Miles from a Doctor
ling principles have been an honor to
themsolves and the town of their birth, and 10 miles from a drug storo you must
their occupations unlimited, some as keep a few reliable medicines on hand
A medicine
missionaries of the gospel in homo and for your own doctoring.
that will keep you woll is better than
foreign lands.
The early settlers of this town made ono to cure a special disease, for if you
well you will not have any diseases.
good selections in land for their homes keepParker's
Tonetic Tablets is a prize
tlio same being now among the most Dr.
It contains two
.you.
productive in town. The first tree cut package for
Tablets
was upon the farm known as tho Stephen medicines, Dr. Parker's Liveroid
The
Tablots.
Cummings farm, now owned by F. E. and Dr. Parker's Tonetic
of
Bean. The first place of burial for their Liveroid Tablets will clcan out one
and
dead was also there. One stone remains the great sewers of your system,
with namo of Jones and date of death, euro biliousness, sick-headache and constipation.
1707.
Mainly, this cleansing process puts
Among tho first and early settlers were
Chandyou in a condition to bo instantly benetho names of Abbott, Holt, Flint,
Cum- fited by the Tonctic Tablets. These will

badly.

LEAYITT,

WM. C.

♦ΟΦ0ΦΟ4ΟΦΟ4ΟΦΟΦ04ΟΦ040Φ» ♦βΦΟΦΟΦΟΦΟΦΟΦΟΦΟΦΟΦΟΦΟΦΟΦΟΦΟ'

SAVES TWO FROM DEATH.

Denmark.
and lovod mankind. They were people
large attendance from who regarded law and order, and who Co.; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

a

this place at Fryeburg fair Sept. 20 and
30 and Oct. 1st
The heavy frosts in this soction recently have damaged the sweet corn

heavy operators.
Wednesday, Miss Burnham held an
opening of millinery under the management of Mrs. nills of Norway, who will
have charge of this department during

steamer.

"Our little daughter had an almost
fatal attack of whooping cough and
bronchitis," wri'es Mrs. W. K. Haviland,
of Armonk, Ν. Y., "but, when all other
remedies failed, we saved her life with
Dr. King's Now Discovery. Our niece,
who had Consumption in an advanced
stage, also used this wonderful medicine and to-day she is perfectly well.11
Desperate throat and lung diseases yield
to Dr. King's Now Discovery as to no
other medicine on earth. Infallible for
Coughs and Colds. 50c. and $1.00 bottles guaranteed by F. A. Shurtloff &
Co. ; Noyée Drug Store, Norway. Trial
bottles free.

Mr. Chairman, ladies aiul gentlemen :
If anything which I may eay seems a
repetition of what has previously been
(aid you will please pardon ine, as I have
lad no knowledge of what others were
preparing, neither have I had any
records from which to get information,
it is all from memory, and as told me
long years ago, save the two dates which
»re in figures.
We have mot here to celebrate the
sentennial of the incorporation of this
town. Well, what of it? The incorporation was a new birth. One more town
added to tho family to take its place in
county, state, and national affairs. One
more town to place itself upon record
for right or wrong. Let us look back
and view its record.
The early settlers of this town wore
men and women of strong and noble
characters, and people who feared God

Oct. 8, William Cushman, the Democrat's Hartford* correspondent, sold hi
worldly effects by auction, and is contemplating going to West Duxbury,
Mass., to live.
Frank Washburn has bought two
horses for dolivoring mail and Burt
Hutchinson bought one. They commence the 15th inst.

Several other build-

9500.

Κ

Will Cuninnngs, who was accidentally
shot Sept. lt>th, is still at the hospital at
1"raver.
Rev. A.J. Cameron
Lewiston. There is some hope of his
Singing, America,
Mist) Isabel Stickney, accompanist
recovery at this time.
l>r. C. IL Marion.
Paper,
Mr. Loren Newell has rented the late
Helen Harmon.
Vocal Solo,
Harvev Granville. Geo. Heald stand for a while.
Paper,
Mrs. A.J.Cameron.
Instrumental Music,
Henry Wheeler has moved on to his
Mise Mesi rve.
Poem,
son's farm in Paris.
General Exercise.
Dora Cobb, who has been with her
Choir.
Music,
Jesee Rowe. brother for a while, has returned to her
Paper,
The general exercise, which was ques- home in Roxbury, Mass.
tions asked by Mrs. Stickney and answerThe cream gatherers report a large
ed by ditferent members of the company, shrinkage in the amount of cream on
out I their routes.
was very interesting and brought
Everett Bessey and wife of Rumforil
many facts concerning alcohol and the
Falls are at his father's, A. S. Bessey's,
evils resulting from its use. Brief
marks were made by several of the for a short vacation.
honorary members of the union. The I Farmers in our vicinity report a large
Oxford.
exorcises closed with the Lord's Prayer [ :rop of apples and potatoes. The sweet
after which refreshments of chocolate îorn crop was very light.
Mr. Wallace Andrews' horse
was
and cake were served.
There were
James Jordan and wife are at her
frightened and ran away. It became
about forty present and much interest father's, Chas. Damon's.
unmanageable and Mr. Andrews was
was manifested, showing that the W. C.
thrown out receiving bruises about the
T. U. i» doing quite active work here.
head and face. The horse cleared itself
Newry.
True Eamee of Newry and Miss I.ula from the carriage which was
badly
A Far Cry.
ftross of Bethel were united in marriage smashed.
Mrs. Corning and Miss Corning are
η Portland Sept. 20th.
Commenting on a letter received from
Married, at the residence of the bride's stopping at the Spring House fora week.
Winterport, Maine, "Listener" in the nother in
Miss Wilcox returned to Connecticut
Newry, Perley Flint of WilBoston Transcript calls this region tho
ion's Mills and Miss Maenctte Littlehale, Wednesday.
country of ex-Governor and ex-Secretary >ct. 5th.
Mrs. Emerson Richmond has returned
John D. Long. As the United States in
Rev. and Mrs. Wit ham of Denmark from Massachusetts.
its entirety is the country of Mr. Long,
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Baxter are botL
lave been visiting at Walter Powers' and
the claudication is within bounds, but
on other friends in town.
very feeble.
it's a far cry from Bucktield, Oxford calling
Frank Pearly from Maynard, Mass.,
Waiter Vail shot a very large bear one
county, to Winterport on the Penobscot.
last week, which came into the field has mo veil here.
If newspaper correspondents would fa- lay
Mra. Emily Smith has been visiting
vhere a party were digging potatoes.
miliarize themselves with the geography
>he was accompanied by a cub which relatives here.
of the localities about which they write,
Mrs. Keith îh having lier- house whicb
escaped. Sam Fames also caught a
they would often avoid the danger of ! >ear
she recently bought on Pleasant Street
in a trap a few days ago.
appearing ridiculous in the eyes of those
J. S. Allen shot a deer recently. Many enlarged and improved.
who are better informed.—Biddeford
ire hunting them now the law is off.
Journal.
East Hebron.
Miss Minnie Rogers, Miss Verna KilThe late rain was much needed as the
;ore and Miss Rena Fames are attending
Oxford Pomoiia Orange.
brooks were nearly dry and some have
North Stoneham.
iould'e Academy at Bethel.
been dry for several weeks.
The November meeting of Oxford
Jennie McAlistor and Charles l^awLouvllle Allen bought a part of A. C.
East
Sumner.
renco were at Leonard Gammon's SaturCounty Pomona Grange will be held at
Dow'e goods from the clearing out sale
Bolster's Mills on the first Tuesday.
and Sunday.
The corn packing season has nearly
and is trading in the store A. C. Dow re- day
:
losed with a pack much larger than
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McKeen and little
Program
traded in.
cently
from Casco visited relatives
ras
predicted.
Kea'Ung, Norway Grange.
At last report Arthur Hayes was ap- daughter
Paper by Crooked Elver Grange
here last week.
Applo buyers are paying 91.50 per bar- pointed postmaster
and Louville Allen's
DtaCOMMMU
el for good fruit, and several parties
Alonzo Adams was down from Bethel
Reading, Caaco Grange.
assistant.
>re selling at that figure. Apples are daughter
to see his mother who is staying
Song, Frederic Koble Grange.
Sunday
Mrs.
Isaac
Marshall
visited
her
daugh- at John Adams1.
Paper, A. Moulto".
[uite plenty except on low lands.
ter, Mrs. A. K. Thomas, of Oxford, last
Reading, Crooked River Grange.
The new grange hall is well under
Dennis Adams went to Norway Mon8ong, r. P. Towne.
week. Her husband's, I. W. Marshall's,
and bought a horse of Andrews.
Feed and care of stock, 8. M. King.
ray, the walls being up and boarded.
health is very poor and he has been day
Caeco
Grange.
Paper,
Rev. B. F. Turner will close his labors
Sylvester and Dennie Adams caught
Able to leave his home bat very little for
J. A. Roberts, Sec.
rith the Baptist church on Sunday, Oat.
another bear near the Carpenter place.
■λ long time.
The work on their new
This was a large one.
8th, much to the regret of many. He barn
will soon be completed.
They
las been a very efficient and agreeable
Mrs. Wesley Adams remains about the
have a firut-class barn and have made
It is encouraging to learn that there
rorker and his efforts here will be misssame.
is to be a fair crop of Maine apples this
on
many
their
other
improvements
d.
Eizzie lives at home to assist
y >ar in spite of the unfavorable weather
Rev. L. W. Muttart is taking a two buildings.
Sumner.
her mother in the care and work, and
during a portion of the summer. The reeks'
vacation, but will again supply W.
Maine apple has come to be one of the
Mrs. Julia Bowker haa gone to Peru
Slattery has worked on the farm for
lis pulpit on Oct. 25th.
standard food products of the world, and
i?
nearly two years being a very faithful on a visit.
ind competent hand.
it has made for itself a name not only in
Julian and Lynn Dyer went to BumEast Bethel.
this community, but in Europe as well.
Charles Pierce recently bought of ford Falls recently on business.
A Lewiston man who has recently reDeer are plenty and many hunters are Edwin Lane the stand with the orchard
Mrs. Joseph Noyes of South Paris i·
>n the east side of tho street from Mr. miting her daughter,
turned from a trip abroad is authority £ etting them.
Mrs.
W. E.
for the statement that in England the
Mrs. Etta Estes Morse of Waltbam, Lane's farm and buildings.
Bowker.
The links of the connubial chain that
Nettie Morrill, who has been working
people have come to know the Maine ap- î (ass., has been visiting relatives in this
iraund Herbert A. Record and Jennie S. it West Paris, has returned home.
pie and ask for it in preference to ap- j lace.
J. M. Bartlett and George Π. Swan Record were severed in Auburn court reG. F. Dyer has brought running water
pies grown elsewhere. It is a good
to his bouse and barn.
thing to have a record for doing things ν rith their teams have gone to Berlin to 1 »ntly.
result
want
the
\ rork for the Berlin Mills
L. R. Hodsdon has all the work
so well that the people
Sanford Thompson and son of SabatCompany.
of your work in preference to all others,
Mrs. E. J. Northrup of Falls Church, < >rought to his shop he can attend to and ;us are vieiting at Mrs. M. A. Thomp1
las
even though that work be growing ap- > 'a., has been
to
often
turn
ι
his patrons away until ion's.
visiting in this vicinity.
Mr. R. L. Gleason of Aubnrn was in
Mr. W. Render Bean is in very feeble ι mother day, before attending to their
pies. The state of Maine has reason to
'' rork.
1 his plaoe recently.
be proud of herself and of her apple·.
h ealth.

re-1

A fire of unknown origin, Thursday,
it Wiscasset, destroyed the Hilton House,
W. G. Hubbard proprietor, with most of
the furniture, causing a loss of 910,000;

Albany Centennial.

Buckfield.

Bethel.
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j
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and

trimmings of the best.
Boys' Suits $1.50 to $5.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Fryeburg,

We have

a

nice line of MEN'S

WORKING SHOES, for $1.50, $2.
and $2.50, they are the best
have ever sold for the price.

we

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
NORWAY,

S. N. SWETT, Manager.
Telephone 112-3. Residence 112-12.

MAINE.

F. W.

FAUNCE, Saletman.

admettrai
SOUTH_PABIS.

Miss Florence Tufts is
the distem|>er.
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Mr.
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Mr. Dot en li;vs broken
for the present.
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Church prayer

meeting

Mrs. Charles Noble and son of Poland

Harry Stimpson's.

The W. C. T. U.

οι

ItoxaÎT JO o-clock. AU. notothe. I afternoon at 2:30
\1| *re cordially Invite*!.
I Morton.
^A huîch. Be*. A W rottle. Paatoi
meeting. #30
u

housekeep-

Ia

l're^Mne ecrvjces, 10:4
;,n*n'{^£"a'
M.; Sunday school 12 μ.; "V

ù·

ηρ

Eugene II. Dorr and wife are spending
vacation at Mr. Dorr's former home in
Mexico.

CIIUKCHBS.

Τι· »11*
vrt~

ir

Mrs. Addie Farwell of Lewiston was
A. J. Penlcy's last week.

I are visiting at

*

'··

was

E. G. Peterson of Portland spent Sunday with Wirt Stanley.

I at

'V *1^. Sundays Included).

i:r>

Bridgton

Miss Mary McArdle has gone ba<-k to
Ma.^.

RAILWAY.
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V\*enlog;

Trc^hln/^ciVlce
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Régulai
vi »v evening on or before fullinoob
M ôunt M tea Lo. Ige, regular meet
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thirl Monday evening
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Mount I'leasant Itebekah Lodge. No
1
·οη.Ι and fourth Wlayt of ea.

l;«»»t. No. IAS meet'
^Kmbin
Saturday evening- of eac*

w
third

Κ

w'" κ'ιιιΐιιΠ

»·

•'

V
e,

·-

r.salupUy

Kcltef

evenlnga

Corye

meets

oAach

flrxi

month. lr

ι jΓ îlVa ri» θ range, from

May 1 to Oct-'■
,n.lan l fourth Saturday; (luring th«
-' ,f the year, meets every Saturday, li

U.ti'-Second

iiontM.

and

Lodge, No. 181.
Wedne^lay evening.

h rook

^Irxh
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Mr. Whitney, who has been living in I
Μη. K. A. Jackson's rent, has MMfl in- j
to the rent vacated by Mrs. Richardson.
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge has voted j
to accept the invitation to visit Good
Faith Lodge at Buckfield Tuesday even-

ing.

the corn shop has commenced. They finished packing Sunday.
The run has been longer than was first

Labeling

at

expected.

ami fourth Mon.lay· ol

Γ_η,ΐ«Βη Lo.lge.No.

I

Pottle of the Methodist
church exchanged pulpits with Rev. I).
F. Nelson of West Paris Sunday.
Rev. A. W.

J

All members of Parris Council, Royal I
Arcanum, are requested to be present at
the next regular meeting, Monday even
iug, Oct. 19. at 7:o0.

J

Rangeley Lakes In 185g.

NORWAY.
Erastue natch of North Berwick was
in town last week visiting relatives.
Charles J. Fogg of the north part of
the town created much trouble Wednesday afternoon which trouble he greatly
increased by taking for the woods at
night. Search was made by the family
and neighbors but Fogg was not found
until the next morning. Πβ was then
near his buildings and was taken home,
lie will without doubt bo all right In a
few days.
Colo has issued his railway time card
much to the satisfaction of all. It's an
excellent can! and greatly appreciated.
Dr. S. A. Bennett has painted hie
stable. Dr. Bennett has one of the most
attractive and pleasant homes in the vil-

Near the latter part of the evening an lage.
The H. F. Webb Company completed
was introduced when Mr. Ε. E.
the season's work
Saturday
Chapman, by a short, neat speech, pre- The amount of compractically,
put up will compare
sented in behalf of the Ladies' Circle a
favorably with past years while the
quilt of very pretty design, made by amount
of beans canned ie somewhat
Mrs. George F. Parnum, on which about
than last year.
280 names had been secured at ten cents smaller
A.
John
Keene, after a visit with his
each, to Mrs. and Mr. Pottle, to which
of several months, has returnod
Mrs. Pottle replied in a few fitting words. people
to his Lynn home.
Dr. C. L. Buck, in behalf of the circle,
Mrs. Hiram L. Libby, delegate, attendtheu presented to its president, Mrs. E.
Federation of Woman's Clubs
E. Chapman, a tine sofa pillow, contrib- ed the
held at Portland during the week. She
uted by Mrs. L. B. Abbott.
clubs.
On Thursday evoniug at 6:30, an ex- represented the Norway
Ernest II. Nason of North Waterford
cellent supper was served to about one
This was has sold the stage business between Norhundred and fifty guests.
and North Lovell to Alphonno
men's night, and the gentlemen waiters way
Charles. Mr. Charles has driven stage
demeaned themselves well. Mrs. Frank
between
Norway and North Waterford
Starbird was the matron, and contributa
time and is
ed nut a little to the success of the affair aud North Lovell for long
very popular with the patrons of the
by her wise and efficient management.
route.
The musical and literary concert at 8
Capt. John W. Nash, after a most
o'clock, given under the direction of Mrs.
season's work at Haines LandGeorge I. Burnham, was by the consent profitable
his Norway rooms.
of all one of the best of its kind ever ing has returned to
Capt. Wright Bisboe is spending his
liiven in this church. The selections, vacation
has a situation at
in
town.
Ho
the arrangement of the program and the
talent employed, give groat credit to Skowhegan.
At the next Universalist circle meetthe good taste of the one who had the
at Concert Hall Wednesday evening,
matter in charge. The Schubert Quar- ing
Oct. 14th, the entertainment after the
tette, consisting of Mesdames Burnham,
will be given by the Good Cheer
smiley and Wilson, and Miss Sue Wheel- supper of South
Paris. The two-act
Society
Mr, gave three numbers and sustained
comedy, Clarindie Cackler's Courtship,
their high reputation already won.
viz.:
Prof. Carl Jean Tolman, always popuWirt Stanley.
lar with a South Paris audionco, gave Simon Hobbs, an old farmer,
Charlie llobbe, Simon Hobbs' son,
wo numbers on tho organ and was enHarold T. Thayer.
Dr. J. ti. Llttlefleld
cored each time.
RxKge'l Robin, a tramp,
Mr. Wight of Bethel and Mr. Dunn Dewdrop, a colore 1 Individual,
Harold An'crson.
;ave a duet which was well received. Clarindie Cacklcr, an old maid,
Mrs Agnes Penfo'd.
VIr. Wight also sang a solo "Conquered",
lis presence aud parts contributed not l'olly Springer, a pauper, Mrs. JohnJ.Rurbank.
Widow Sackctt. who Is deaf, Mrs. J.
Kmeley.
ι little to the success of the concert.
Specialty, Fred Hall.
Mrs. Bradbury of Norway kindly <;onThe Barton Reading Club met with
ented at a late hour to fill one number, Mrs.
George I. Cummings this week and
tnd sang with her usual sweetness and
resumod the reading of Prescott's Contaste.
food
quest of America.
Mrs. Harry Morton was the reader of
After a two weeks' vacation, on ache occasion, and gave two selections
uount of diphtheria in the school under
Her
vhich were cordially received.
tils charge, Albert A. Towne has returnendering of the "Lost Chord" was ed to Waldoboro.
rery fine and effective.
Monday afternoon, A. L. Thomes of
The proceeds of the affair will be de- Harrison
stepped for a few moments
oted to payment of the debt incurred nto the
House, when his team
Opera
>y the finishing off of the church kitchen started down Main Street. The team
,nd change of tho furnace, and introduc:ollided with a four horse wagon and
ion of water, and enough was realized
was captured, having done little damage
with
a
snail
debt
whole
ο square the
jut caused much excitement.
lalance in the treasury.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Davis of Mechanic
Honorable mention should be made Falls were in town with her
parents,
if Mrs. George Wise, who probably conMr. and Mrs. G. H. Bennett, the first of
ributed more than any other one to tho ;he week.
inancial success of the affair by her inAll are invited to the harvest dinner
lefatigable labors.
it the Congregational vestry Wednesday,
All agree that the president, Mrs. E.
X-t. 14th. Dinner at noon. Supper at
Î. Chapman, in the whole matter has
$:4"> r. m.
lis played most excellent judgment and
Charles Evirs experienced a serious
ine executive ability, and she has the
at C. H. Adams' mill Friday,
iccident
ratitude aud appreciation of the entire
η which he lost tho ends of the thumb
ociety.
ind forefinger on the left hand on a
;ircular saw.
Football.
J. F. Stanley of East Auburn Fish
Paris met aud defeated Hebron 2d at
[latchery was in town with fish for tho
he fair grounds Saturday afternoon by
Big Kezars. Mr. Stanley for many years
Paris kicked off to
score of 21 to 0.
tvas Register of Deods.
Iebron and immediately held Hebron
to
The Allen shop has boen
or downs and then started to rush the
Mr. Kerr
Samuel Record of Oxford.
all. Hebron was liolpless before the
tias taken tho Barrows shop at South
ffensive play of the Paris team. Paris
Paris.
mule long gaius through tho Hebron
At a recent meeting of tho Mothers'
ine and around the ends. The interfer21ub, among other things it was decidnce which the Paris boys formed on
jd to have a baby show at Concert Hall,
nd ruus was the best that has been
3ct. 14, from 2:·50 until 5 P. M. All the
This interference
een hero this season.
tabies are most cordially invited to bo
ηabled the backs to make long and con- j
We know that there must be
present.
:
Hebron's
Paris crossed
taut gains.
some of the nicest babies in Maine in
of
minutes
oal line after three
play,1 these two towns, Norway and South
nd again crossed it in the uext three
and we want to see thorn together.
to 0 Paris,
10
score
the
[limitesof play making
^ Refreshments will
bo served suitable
minutes
of
six
first
of
tho
oud
the
t
for the occasion.
the
crossed
more
ouce
Paris
ilaying.
Mrs. Fred W. Sanborn of the AdverIebron lino in the first half and at the
tiser is visiting her old homo at Strafford,
nd of the half was within five yards of
îï. II., for a few days.
heir line again and could have made
Frank A. Danforth and wife aro soon
nother touchdown with one minute to start for tho West for an absence of
Paris made one more touchnore time.
months. They will stop for a
jeveral
lown in the second half and again wont
time at Council Bluffs, Iowa.
ι» within one foot of the Hebron liue,
Guy L. Curtis has moved to Gorham,
icre Hebron received the ball on dowus
H., whore he has team working. Mrs.
iut they were forced back over their
L'urtis will join him in a few weeks.
iwn line on the first down, the play was
George Tubbs has leased the tenement
toufhback and counted nothing for I aver the store betweeu James Smith's
ither side.
t>oot and shoe store and J. 0. Crooker's
During the game Paris made t:rst hardware store on Main Street and will
[own 38 times, Hebron made first down
movo in as soon as it is repaired.
times, Paris held Hebron for downs 4
Mrs. Charles Waterliouse and Mrs.
downs
for
3,
imcs, Hebron held Paris
Jonnie Bennett of Fryeburg visited at
the
leither side punting during
game.
5. Jason Morris' during the woek. They
f. Record and Briggs both played a fiue relumed
by team Saturday by way of
wat· as
The
team.
for
their
liue-up
;ame
Sweden.
,,
ollows:
t
of Lisbon Falls,
Hon. W. S.

episode

i'.v

ό

The sale and entertainment at the
Methodist church Wednesday and Thursday of last week was a success in every
respect. The sale of fancy and useful
articles commenced at 2 o'clock Wednesday afternoon, under the charge of Mrs.
G. F. Parnum, assisted by a corps of
ladies. The confectionery booth was in
charge of Mrs. Ivy Morton, assisted by
Miss Jessie Curtis and Miss Florence
Richardson. Ice cream and cake department was in charge of Mrs. Ε. E. Chapman, and from the first was well patronized.
During Wednesday evening the occasion was enlivened by the skillful
handling of tho graphophono by Mr.
Gilbert of Norway. He has a fine instrument, and his selections were great-

ly enjoyed.

will meet Thursday
with Mrs. George

p. m.

a
morning prayer
Uon. James S. Wright was confined at
g-tricc 10:i5 A.M.;Sabbath Schoc
«15 F. M. I his home by
illness several days last
Meeting.
1
a
*
.r
7
meettni
r.
meeSne
; prayer
"
I week.
cl*·»meeting, Friday evening
Tw-'1*
,"ΙΓΛ Rev. H. S. Mnkham, Paator
R. F. D. route No. 3, from the South
lM
10 :43 A. M.; Sal,
Paris post office, will start Thursday, J.
praver meeUng 7 *0 r. m.
Z'
:>·»' "*
F. MoArdle carrier.
.Uik'Tu««lav evenln*.
V Y mreh, Kev. J. II. UUle. Pastor
1 "v
Miss Grace Stuart, who is in tho kinSunday *t 2:30 r. »
«·. M.
Evening service,
| dergarten training school in Lewiston,
r *
was at home over Sunday.
•

The Methodist Sale.

ill with

Hopedale,

vhth paris ΐΌ*τ omci.
800 k. U. 1
llour» b .00 to 7 ΛΟ Λ. »;
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Ilarry

[ Paris recently.

quite

EX-SECRETART I.ONG SENDS
ESTING
OUR

TROUT

FieniNG

AH

GROUNDS

Ladies'

The

INTER-

REGARDING

COMMUNICATION

OF

FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO.

Don. John D. Long, whoee thoughts,
amid the cares and toils of a busy life,
"
home 'mid the
often revert to hie
mountains of Maiuo," sends the Democrat a copy of tho following very interesting letter written by his brother-inlaw, tho late Percival W. Bartlett, and
in the Boston Journal of

Of

Xj.

LUNT

If'

Furnishing House,
tb

Farznlncton,
public

of

σο.,

Have leased the Maxim Store, and will open

to the

I

'03.
Oct.
and
14,
Afternoon
Evening,
Wednesday

published
August 25, 1858.
In sending this

letter Secretary Long
writes the editor of the Democrat as fol"
It is descriptive of a trip that
lows:
month to the Rangeley Lakes and gives
an interesting picture of the scenery and
ofthe Ashing parties at that early time.
The party were Artemas F. Cole, Percival W. Bartlett, Frank Buck, your father,
—W. H. Atwood, Dr. Andrew Childs,
Benjamin Spaulding, Asa Atwood, my
brother,—Zadoc Long, myself and two
friends of your father's from Massachusetts, whose names I havo not got.
We drove from Buckfield in a day, sixty miles; slept, some of us in Mr. Davis'
bam on the hay at Rangeley. Wo went
to Indian Rock and on tho third day, in
two crazy, flat bottom boats rowed
over tho Mooselemagunticook to Bemis
Stream, the point from which Mr. Bartlett wrote, and while there we hail only
one wretched camp of boughs and sticks.
The day wo rowed from the Upper
Dam back to Indian Rock the water was
so rough and tho waves so high that it
is a wonder we did not go to the bottom
of tho lake, crowded as we were with so
many mon and our heavy packs.
Wo wore gone six or seven days, and
tho contrast of the unbroken and uninhabited forest then and the present day
of railroads, steamboats, hotels, camps,
cottages and innumerable residences,
between the solitude thon of Student's
Island and its glory now ae a summer
roeort, is very striking."

WE SHALL CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF UP-TO-DATE

Ladies', Children's and Infants' Qoods
Millinery of All Kinds and Prices.
COATS, $1.50 to $20.

SUITS, $10.00 to $25.

WAISTS,

Neckwear,
can wear

ONLY, to

.75

"

CAPES,

7.

.75

12.

"

SKIRTS, $2.50 to $10
.87 to 18.50
FURS,

Gloves, in fact everything a lady
Hosiery, Underwear, Corsets, Ribbons, Belts,
from New York for ONE DAY
Fitter
except shoes. Shall have a Qentleman
orders.
fit Suits and take special

BUYING YOUR WINTER GOODS.
GIVE US A CALL AND SEE OUR BARGAINS BEFORE

=

L.

M.

LUNT

COMPANY,

&

=

Market Square, South Paris, Maine.

200

Supreme Judicial Court.
Mooselemagunticook Lake,
Aug. 18, '58.
At the close of Mt. Pleasant Rebekali
Octobeii Tkrm, 1903.
To the Editor ofthe Boston Journal:
L<idge Friday evening, a progressive
Ilere we are—eleven of us—watching
No.
1-1.
Council,
-Parria
\r. anum
domino party was held, and a very
>'·
with hungry eyes the movements of our
t..d third Monday evenings at
3 en by C. Peabody, Justice Presiding.
dollars1 worth of the finest
pleasant time was had.
Clerk.
jxtempore cook, who is frying panfuls Jiiaki.es F. Whitman,
hornt
a short visit
made
The
η
for
dinner.
locality
if
trout
Knight
precise
K.bv
The court temperance meeting will be
Attorney.
County
Sm.ehy
C.
Pabk,
fountain pens made—called
s
known among the lake fishermen as
last week.
Sheriff.
held on Wednesday evening, Oct. 14, at
ex- ; Îdgab L. Fi.int,
south-oastern
the
at
Heaver
Is a
has
been
Stream,
Crier.
(' Onlway. who
7:30 o'clock atthe court house. Subject,
the
J. E. Hammond,
Nlrs
long-named lake already ; V. A. Babbows, .... Messenger.
;remityofthe
Resubmission. All an1 invited.
is
ill,
improving.
jer!"usly
îvritton. While the doctor is renewing
Vai.teb L. Gbay, .... Librarian.
We have many grades, but here are a few
Paris Grange will celebrate its anni.1 II. Little was called to Harpeκ
lis fire and rolling another batch of
funeral.
a
will
an
I
with
all-day meeting
tieh in Indian meal,
versary Oct. 24th
The Octobor term of court opens Tuesnumbers :
well I t-Nt week t<· attend
ipeckled
The comWest Paris Grange luu·
with dinner.
jivo you a brief description of our , lay morning at 10 o'clock. as
Mrv V L Ilolmee has been in Boston heen
follows:!
a special invitation to be
of jurors drawn is
and the surroundings.
^hereabouts
list
given
pete
wool undershirts and
in
dressI
for
At $1.25 Extra heavy
styles
few .lays
the
We are 140 miles from Portland, on
present.
GRAND JURORS.
A
made.
making.
well
of
four
seams
very desirable garchain
of
a
second
drawers,
-ho shoro of a
J. F. Ballard, Gllcad.
It is hoped that all members of Win.
! M
akee in tho northwestern part of Maine.
Knight of Jamaica Plain, Maes.. K. Kimball Relief Corps will be present
F. L. Ilart'ctt, Bethel.
ment.
Wm. F. Caldwell, Oxford.
ΓΙ10 first is Rangeley, then Mooselema,,,'the -nest of his father, Joseph at the meeting for inspection Oct. 17, at
John P. Culllnan, Norway.
gunticook, the next Richardson's, and W. E. Cummlngs. Albany.
Kuiu! t· ver Sunday.
Lunch will bo served for which
3 p. M.
on sale at the Old Reliable
At $1.00 Natural Wool, Winter Underwear, French
Charles K. Cusuman, Andover.
astly Umbagog, out of which issues the
Γ
Mr
F
Woodbury of Lancaster, all members are requested to bring food.
warm and
of those,
Seams.
second
Simeon E. Katon, Brownfleld.
The
Ribbed Bottom,
the
to
Indroscoggin.
next
Neck,
a few days here with
Drug Store,
Mark Elliott, Rumfonl.
is about 18 miles
Farm shipped a yearling
is
vhich
the
largest,
Kingleside
Klwtn Glcaeon, Mexico.
comfortable cold weather garment.
sister. Mrs. Chute, last week.
handPost Otiice, South Paris, Me.
John I/. Huntress, Hiram.
Jersey bull, Flans Brinka, to Dr. J. A.,
ong by 8 or 10 broad. Thoy are
Chae. W. Kllgorc, Waterford.
.1 II. Little visited Bethel last McDonald, East Machias. lie also sold
ome sheets of water, surrounded on all
1Y\
John F. Merrill, Fryeburg.
At 50 cents Flece Lined Shirts and Drawers, the fine,
church and a three-year-old and a two-year-old heifer
Prices—$1.50 to SC.OO each.
ides by mountains, whose eloping sides
» behalf of the new
I.oren Π. Merrill, Paria.
of
,re covered with a dense growth
with goo*I success and .s promised at Rochester fair, ami last week he sold
twin needle stitched, nice fitting and very warm.
soft
George W. Moore, Canton.
$2.50 buys a dandy.
Β Ο. Moulton. Sweden.
the Major's Captain to Berry Brothers,
m re "n liis next visit.
pruce, pine and fir trees.
Noyce R. Norton, Porter.
West Paris.
The declivities around Rangeley Lake
three numbers but we have
We have named
Henry Parsons, Buckfleld.
Carrie Hall gave a whist party
M
ire ornamented by some well-cultivated
Eugene L. Torrey, DIxfleld.
who
local
The
few
Dainty
presented
a
players
neighbors.
u.· Tuesday to
or "cutothers.
tlieso
and
clearings,
arms,
at the
TRAVERSE JURORS.
refreshments were served and a most "Clarindio Cackler's Courtship"
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Waterboro reports the first fatality of soreness this would cause me," he says,
market as the reeult. Waterford.agod 64 year·.
in the
it is "and immediately applied Chamberlain's trout to Hoston
Oct. .*>. The following officers were and Mrs. Burnham, will also assist
and
M.
Effle
Chadthough
Mr*.
season,
the
bunting
In Plttsfleld, Sept. 27,
the hlght of the season there are someyoung peoelected:
of Oxford, aged 44 years.
programme. Τ ne popular
relief to know that it was not a Pain Balm and occasionally afterwards. In
Granite
hundred persons enjoying the bourne
engaged for some
In Fryeburg, Oct. δ. Mr·. Sadie Jordan, aged
for a deer most To
all pain and times a
mistaken
removed
it
I'reeMeot— Eve E. Walker.
ple's orchestra haveof been
of
case
being
eurprise
my
of
are water-fowl and 35 years, 8 months, 17 days.
There
attractions
eto.
the
fine
One
sport.
Vice President— Florence Jewett.
occasion.
the
of eight soreness and the injured parts were soon
wonder
Waterwill
of
Field
boys
why
Irene
Mre.
In Lewleton, Sept.,
people
and bears, if you prefer the
secretary—Sue M W bee 1er.
the evening, which cannot fail to please,
in the woods healed." For sale byShartleff & Co., moose deer
off
allowed
were
ford.
Treasurer—Mertie Walker
Uucle Smith, an eccentric reshore.
the laughable comedy, "Our years
East Rumford, Oct. 4, Mr·. Julia O., widow
fe-xecutlve Committee—olive Stuart, Mertle will be
with guns.
South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes cluse. who has lived alone In the forest ofIn
Asa Abbott, aged 82 year·. 11 month·.
with the following
Aunt Robertina,
Minim, Virale Wilson.
for Masons.
Norway.
Store,
Pond, Oct. 11, Mr·. Edwin J. Mann.
In
Drug
two
for
Bryant'·
years,
twenty
at Indian Rock
Literary utrector— Margaret Taylor.
cast:
GAINED FORTY POUNDS IN THIRPress Reporter—Μη». T. 8. Barnes
J. H. Bean.
told me he had taken four bears in traps
Mr. Aepeu
who
TY DAYS.
Ollie Stuart.
The four Presque Isle sportsmen
The club will have a miscellaneous pro- (ihtilye, hi· daughter,
this summer. The sportsmatftad tour
HOUSE FOR SALE.
months our younger brought in 42 partridges as the result ol ist will find themselves well repaid foi
For several
SOUTH PARI5. ME. Telephone Connection
gramme during the winter and will make nunt Bobertlna, a notable tiplMler.
FenfolJ.
Ague·
with
that
indigesnear
town, a
had been troubled
The next
nine rooms,
a day in the woods
brother
lakes.
a specialty of current events.
half
âne
these
to
Two-and-half
story,
journey
« η togteh cwuta.
but
beater
remedies
has
h D4ughnUy tion. He tried several
are wondering if anybody
Tours,
meeting will be held wiih Mrs. Barnes
water on land, house modern.
E'llth Maxim
Bbuin.
on Monday evening, Oct. 12.
their record this fall.
Bmlir, a nalii
got no benefit from them. We purchased
Situated on
W. P. Maxim
and
desirable
Stomach
man
servant,
a
Phlbbe,
some of Chamberlain's
(Boston Daily Journal, Aug. 25, 1858.]
at the
The Good Cheer held their annual A Tramp.
done in fin
Avenue.
and
Western
Tablets and he commenced taking HE LEARNED A GREAT TRUTH
Liver
thai
meeting last Wednesday afternoon and Supper and entertainment 25 cents. Sup them. Inside of thirty days he had
Journal
on<x >
he
for am
Biddeford
that
call
of
Will
The
suggests
manner.
John
of
said
Wesley
class
is
It
Entertainment alom
is
elected the following officers:
Maint
per alone 15 cents.
gained forty pounds in flesh. He
MRS. GEORGE E. HAM,
said to Mistress Wesley: "Why do yoi ι it would be a good plan for the
clothes in South Paris.
deliver
l'resl'lent—Mrs. Win Shaw,
15 cents. Children under fourteen sup now fully recovered. We have a good
of
unfortu
I
J
tell that child the same thing over am newspapers to print portraits
South Paris, Maine.
let Vice-Pre»).lent—Mrs J. T. Me \rUle.
15 cents. Suppe:
Address,
trade on the tablets.—Holley Bros., over again?" "John Wesley, becaus* > nate victime of "thought it was a deer1
per and entertainment
M VIce- President— klre. C. A. Young,
sale
For
7:45.
Mo.
to
0:30
-LAUNDRESS,
from
accidents
ι
a
bear'1
Branch,
thi
it
was
is
Grace
for
Merchants,
Long
It
Thayer.
and "thought
secretary—Mine
is not enough.
FARM FOB BALE.
Ste- once telling
Treasurer—Mrs. Β Ν. Anderson.
Care Democrat Office,
by Shurtleff & Co., Sooth Paris; Nor- reason that.you are told again and agali I so that those who eeldom have an op
Farm for oale Id East Sumner. 175 acre· good
AwiMiot Treasurers-Mrs. L B. Andrew*
to the families
Store,
hav
will
the
woods
into
cure
to
Drug
Noyes
Oxford;
South Parii
belonging
vens,
Remedy
Several
lot
get
boys
containing 400 cord· hard wood,
portunity
land, wood
that Chamberlain's Cough
SO
Lots of business done and a very har- of
lool some oak, ash, hemlock and pine. Cut· from
Loring Edgecouib and Charles Braga way.
colds and grippe; that it counteracts an Τ some Idea of what deer and bears
and
baa
pear·
tone
apple·,
monious meeting. The next supper and
85
hay,
to
good
of these diseases to result i ι ; like.
don, who were having an outing
school, two miles We Do all Kindt of....
th >
entertainment will be on Wednesday
For a pleasant physic take Chamber tendency
plume. Located one mile from
MarlLet
and that it is pleasant an II
Wentworth Beach, were thrown intoboat
80
from churches, store, post offloe and railroad,
and Liver Tablets. Easj pneumonia,
accidental
*ov. 4. The circle extended a vote oi
Stomach
I
shootiq
deaths
their
Iain's
Four
of
by
and on telephone Une. Addieaa,
JOB PRINTING.
For sale by Shurtleff Λ Co
water by the overturning
in effect. For side bj safe to take.
W. U. DOWNS,
Pleasant
none were mi: 1
thanks to all committees and to thotw
one ο
but
this
take.
to
thus
season,
12
β
far,
years,
Bragdou, aged
East Sumner, Me
ι South Paris: Stevens, Oxford; Noye
Atwood k Forbes, South Pari
I
who took part in the entertainment ant Philip
The bod
taken-for-deer cases.
Shurtleff A Co., South Paris; Steven
their number, was drowned.
Drug Store, Norway.
Norway.
all who helped to make our last circh
Store,
Drug
Noyes
dark.
Oxford;
at
had not been recovered
such'a success.
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Investment.

Good

special

Parker

Lucky Curve,

quality

taped,

Very

Taped

quality,

only

BROOKS—The

good·

prices.

J.

BETTER
THAN

—

leased^

book-1

GOOD UNDERWEAR

EVER.

Clothing

Pall

Burlap

My duck

F. PLUMMER, ΪΆ.

Lined Stable Blankets
with

good, heavy, strong felt.

Don't fail to

them before you

buy.

James N. Favor,

j

Proprietor

J

$3.98, $4.75, $4.98.

Many other styles

j

NORWAY, MAINE.

CASTORIA

Ito Kind Yet UanAlvapSuigkl

B>VT"

STORES.

BLUE

THE NEWEST AND BEST.

j

j

S. P, MAXIM & SON,

quality.

styles

quality

style.

pick

possible price

perfectly

We Are Proud of Our Suits
$18.

SALESMEN WANTED

F. H. NOYES CO.,

general
Apply

family

good
purchasing

$7.50

A. W. Walker & Son,

TALMER BRAND, Special
Sweater Yarn, 5-threaded, "Just
ICE AND COAL,
the thing."
Work, Cement, Lime,
Hair, Brick, Sand, Platter,
Complete Supply

spring
Very

premises

BARGAINS in Cotton Blankets.
LARGE

place.
Inquire

Washing

ironing

LINE

of Handsome

New Outings.

N.

Dayton Bolster &. Co.,

Expaats.

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceited
ever since it was founded in 1S53 by Dr.
Ε oen Torrjee.
Twenty yean ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was oeing
developed, a few Ivera A Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwee purchased.
expanded, there have
servatory has
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers A
With the expansion inPond pianos.
cidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers A Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art pr«>duct would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this must critical of musical institutions.
From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 18, 1902.

J. WHEELER, Agent,

U

Me.

County,

South Paris, Oxford

BO

YEARS*

lovlncr.

Syncopate

.«·ηι11ηκ a «::etch nnd <1o«cript|nn huit
quickly ascertain o::r opiuu u fm«j tkhether tui
C 'limiunlra·
■< pr.hnNv jviter: .No.
ti, .*ontVr
•JonairtrictlyootidJeiitinl. Handbook on 1'ateiiu
(or MCUtM patents.
■If-t MM
•on· fr»···.
Patents taken thr mi;h Munn Λ Co. receive
tptcuU ntjtw, without charge, la the
Anronn

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I.arewt cir.
culatlon of any si-lentlUe journal. Terms. $3 ft
year: four months, |L Sold byaJl newsdealers.

XUNN & Co.361·'0--'· Mew Tori

Constant backache-

Tired all the time.
Nerves on edge.
Distressing Urinary troubles.
Hard to keep up
With any Kidney ills·

Kidney Pills

Doan's

«

Relievo the aches of a bad
back promptly—cure all
Kidney and Bladder troubles.
Mr. J. Ε. H. Townsond, of Townsend
Bros.. eUMH manufacturer»», of 19 Jefferstreet. Heddeford. Me., says: "We aaed
Doan's Kidney Illls In our family, and
fourni them a most valuable remedy. There
market
are so many useless remedies on the
that when one Is found which experience
It Is a
for
It.
Is
claimed
proves does what
I
pleasure to endorse that preparation.
Berat
John
I'llls
procured Doan's Kidney
and
ry's drug store, under Hotel Thacher.
the satisfactory results obtained warrunta

making the above statement."
Doan's Kidney Pills sold at all drag
Stores; 50 cents. Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo. Ν. Y.
lue in

niyrnin

UflmLfinu

ο

photographic

u

SUPPLIES !

nixin,

p.

w.

Wanted

who

are

alx>ut 16 years of age
strong and who wish an

boys

opportunity

to learn the shoe busi-

positions
smart, capable boys.
Apply at once to

Shalcenprnre.

Can't Stand It

•i.'t Mnlu St.. South

Several

savory and leave a verb.

Mo. :ioa.—IlîtH From

Branch Ortleo. 635 F St, Washington. D. C.

IN SHOE FACTORY.

and

law

by

permitted

Syncopate

leave true.

son

Track Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

Soa.—Syncopation·.
a basis mid lenve

No.

8yncopato to lay

Ν

EXPERIENCE

Boys

No. SOI.—Word Square.

1. Madness. 2. To adjudge. 3. Called. 4. Λ feminine name. 5. A snake.
No. KOS.-Nuinrrtrnl Rnltrmn*.
1. IK) not make your ball 1-2-3-4-5.
0-7. but stop and tell me how Newfoundland is 1-2-3-4-5-G-7.
2. l>iil you see the 1-2-.3 4-5-0 at the
little toy's Outer? She certainly needs
some

1-2-3-4-5-fi.

No. 30(t.—Anuitram.
Wo """·· the peddler and let him ro,
···*····
the tongues that were wagTliua

ging.

And now he

l'ari*.

flp.

Mall orders promptly filled.

>

Weak
Hearts

********

know.

to

be grateful, you

No. 307.—Diagonal.
All the words described contain the
When rightly
same number of letters.
guessed and written one below another, th.· diagonal, beginning at the upper
left *4mnd letter and eliding with the
lower right hand letter, will spell the
ua:ue of a tune often sung by large

gatherings.

open to Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
Crossword*: 1. Old. 2. Very large.
one hundred people who have heart trouble
3. Merciful. -1. A kind of small cucan remember when It was simple Indigescumber much used for pickles. 5.
tion. It is a scientific fact that all cases of
G. To beat severely. 7. A
heart disease, not organic, are not only Brigands.
"I van hoc?."
traceable to. but are the direct result of lndi· character in
CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Good

ness,

are

Mechanic Falls, Me.
J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

Telephone Connection.

NORWAY.]

W. H. Winchester,

All food taken Into the stomach
No. uOri.—Addition*.
which falls of perfect digestion ferments and
swells the stomach, puffing It up against the
[Example: Add in t > renown and got
heart. This Interferes with the action of a scarcity of food. Answer—Fa m(inie.]
the heart, and In the course of time that
Add in to a domestic animal and get
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased. acting ; to a Bear relative and get evil;
Mr. D. Kiublo. of Nevada. O.. says: I had stomach
title and get a clergyman;
trouble and was In a bad state as I had heart trouble to a man's
With It I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for about taM to dumb and get a fraction of time; to
months and It cured mo.
a plural personal pronoun and got a
Kodol Digests What You Eat
beverage; to a small point and get η
of
all
nervou·
stomach
the
and relieves
place where things are joined; to satall
of
heart
the
and
strain
pressure.
isfaction and get a large body of land;
2
the
trtf
H
times
Size
holding
Bottle· only. $1.00
to a singular personal pronoun and get
•ize, which seils for 50c.
topared by Β. O. DeWlTT * CO.. OHIOAQO to emit rays of light: to without love
ami net qualities exelting love; to a
Sold by T. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
likeness and get to think; to a man
who dives and pet one who instinctive-

gestion.

^

S. RICHARDS,

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

mm h

Hills,
Records, Blanks, Horns,

and

Supplies.

la all its
sJuuM b€ (

pti.r§

there

Oai«.U-OïfJ·

Ely's Crcarj ΰ:ιΐτη

c!ean.'«f>,4ootfa'.v4andbvaia
the dneased membra·,a.
11 curei catarrh and drives
ν* ·? α co.d la toe ucad
qukkiy.

ws
3ψ

^ixumst

r*£&1

Crtiun Tiuliu is placed Into the noetriïs, spreaiU
the membrane and is absorbed. Ueiiof le imIt is not drying—does
ir oit'.:·ιλ·λ·1 a cure follows.
"t i>rcduco sneei' :r *. Largo Sire, 60 cents at Drug-

by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
Y lluUl ilfiKb, 50 Warren Street, New York

s or

L

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Catalogues sent on application.

mfe

over

Ν. H.

Berlin,

ly kuows.

OPTICIAN,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

>

Optician.

Lowest Prices in Oxiord County.
NORWAY, MAINE,

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

patterns and clean

up stock.

301).—Diamond.
1. A consonant. 2. A small portion.
4. Knit. 5. Banishing. G.
3. Neat
7. ToTitle of a well known l»ook.
0.
8. Renounces.
ward the back.
11. A con10. To obtaiu.
Mother.
sonant.
Jo.

No. ajO.—Curtailment*.
1. Curtail a pleasant drink and leave
to obtain.
2. Curtail showy and leave part of a
fish.

til*.—Omitted
[Surnames of writers for young peoWord·.

No.

ple. 1

1. The ···»· said ho had never seeu
such a beautiful place as his old abbey.
2. What made the ··· ···· ofl' the
track into the ditchV
3. Ilow much did the ·***·· charge
for the new washtub?
4. Have you ever been to ***·*·?
They say it is the most Interesting
city in England.
3. You would have laughed to see
the tralm'd ··· ••ing a knot in a string
with her bill and claw.
And Sever Gone.

Mrs. Xexdoro—That piano wo got for
our daughter the other day was quite
We bought it at auction.
a bargain.
Mrs. Pepprey—Yes. it reminds me of
an auction—"going, going, going!" all
the time.
Key to the Tuzzler.

203.—Progressive Enigma: 1.
Curled (cur led). 2. Intent (In tent).
3. Violate (viol ate). 4. Improve (Imp
No.

—

Wool Carpets
to close out odd

Hundreds of cliiklrvu aud adults hare
worms, but are trvuted forotherdisenses.
The symptoms are: —indigestion, with a
variable u;>petite ; foul tongue; offensive
breath; hard and full belly with occasional griping* and puiiis about the navel;
eyea heavy and dull ; Itching of the hum;
short, dry cough : grinding of the teeth :
starting during sleep: slow lever: and
often In children, couvulaious.

rove).
No. 204.—Diamond: 1. A. 2. Sly. 3.
Spade. 4. Rubbing. 3. Alabaster. 0.
Nursing. 7. Da ton. 8. Bet. 0. II.
No. 20."·.—Enigmatical Flowers: 1.
3.
2. Bleeding heart.
Sweot was.
Ilare-bel!. 4. Jonquil. Γ>. I.arks;»ur.
Behead incuts: Carouse,
No. 2W.
arouse. n>use. Onso. use.
No. 207.—Invoiced Pyramids:
—

II.

I.

PASS!

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,

E. W. (HAMILCK,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Site or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any kind of FlnUh for Inelile or
Outside work, send In your orders Clue Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing
Matched Hard Wood

E.

and Job Work.

floor Boards for sale.

CHANDLER,

W.

West Sumner.

Maine-

.....

Livery Slock lor Sole !

10

20 horses, two-seated carriages,
top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle

carriages (open),

1

nice three seated

wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery 1
ness.
No!
stock and excellent opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,

May

South Faris.

3, 1903·

Home Telephone Call. 108-5.
Andrews House Stable Call. 10K-1J-

DECORATE,1
"Every

Dam,

Dare

Jewel,

Inch

Devil,

a

King."

record

ELIXIR

It has
worm remedy made.
is
been in use since |s31.li purely vegetable, harmleM and effectual, where
no worms are present It aotaai a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the mucous membrane ot the stomach and
bowels. A positive cure for Constipation and BiliousiMisH. and a valuable
remedy In all the common complaints
of children. Price IS cts. Ask your
druggist tor it.
Dr. J. P. TKI F Je CO.. Auburn. Me.
Spccial trcaliucut ft>rT*?· W«ru>. Fm I*»aipM«l·

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

&

High

Mouldings »fL

G'adc Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

Grateful Praise
Made

"Allow m< to vrlte you these
few Unes to let you know that 1
nim reel have taken one bottle of your
'L. F.' Bitters for my blood, and
Bcttgg
am pleased to say that I am foetthan he
ing now as I have not felt for a
had felt lone time. In fact, ten years. I
am recommending your True 'L.
m ICQ
P.'Bltterstoallmyfrlendsand
telling them what good tt has
Years

a X9.

_

You may use my
done for mo.
name If you wish."
Alfred J.
hxjler. Fairfield. Main*
—

dam of Lord March, !

2 :ii i-a, and Point Dexter,
Send for circular.

W. J
South Paris,

Jjf
thëbest

_

Black Stallion,

By

2 :ai 1-2.

Wheeler,

RATI OF ΚΑΠΚ.
Covwtt or Oxford.
Cotnrrr Tuajokkk'· Office,
South Parla, Mal'e, Sept 30, l'jfl.
The following U»t containing the aggregate
amount of eoeto allowol In each crlmlnalcaee aa
audited and allowed at the Feb. to Sept. term*,
1808, of the Court of County CommU» loner*
for aald County of Oxford and tpeclfylng the
court or maglatrate that allowed the aame and before whom theeaaeoriginated1· published In accordance with the provision! of Sec. 19 of Chap.
116 and of Sec. 12 of Chap. 186 of the Revised
Statute* of the State of Maine :

HOMEMAKERS· COLUMN.

tors & Pond Pianos.
The Conservatory

THE MILKY SEA.
A CURE FOR DYSPEPSIA.
I bad Dyspepsia in its worst form and
WltA Carton· Siitht Occnulonelly
felt miserable almost all the tine. Did
In Tropical Water·.
nrimed
Oorreapondenoe on topics of Interest to the liiflti
I used Kodol
le solicited. Address: Editor Homkmakkrn' not enjoy eating until after
Of the many sights witnessed In the
Column, Oxford lie m oc rat. Pari·. Mai η υ
Dyspepsia Cure which has completely
W.
W.
cured me.—Mrs.
Saylor, Hilliard, oceans of the globe, one of the most
Pa. No appetite, loss of strength, ner- curious and most weird is that deAn Apple Party.
vousness, headache, constipation, bad scribed by sailors as "the milky sea,"
for
either
entertainment
A novel
breath, sour rising·, indigestion, dyspepbeing surrounded for several
Hallowe'en or Ilarvest is an Apple sia and all stomach trouoles are quickly ships
water that appears to be a
hours
by
Party.
cured by the use of Kodol. Kodol repreis reThe guests at such a party are ex- sents the natural juices of digestion com- snowy whiteness. The spectacle
pected to wear some adornment of an bined with the greatest known tonic and stricted to the darkness of night and
apple character. At the one attended reconstructive properties. It cleanses, rare occasions, and, while it Is limited
by tho writer every gentleman wore a
and sweetens the stomach. Sold plainly to tbe wanner waters of the
crab-apple as a buttonhole bouquet. y F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
•tropical belt, it appears to be more
One of tho ladies wore a sort of tiara of
in the Indian ocean than in the
a
Pleasant Old Gentleman—"Have you common
email crab apples, while several wore
of lived here all your life, my little man?" Atlantic and I'ucific. From the white
spray of them in the hair. A rope
water the light Is so strong that ordicrab-apples formed the girdle of one Arthur (aged six)—"Not yet."
on
as a
nary newspaper^ print can be read
young girl and another wore them
nasal
All who U80 atomizers in treating
but the scene all round Is
fringe around the bottom of her drees,
èoard
ship,
from
result
best
which crue only to her boot tops. A catarrh will get the
The
Price, includ- of an awe inspiring description.
matronly lady had a row of apple turn- Ely's Liquid Cream Balm.
is blotted out, sea and sky seem
horizon
Sold
cents.
75
by
overs outlining the front breadth of her ing spraying tube,
50 to become one In a sort of universal
black skirt. These were painted in druggists or mailed by Ely Bros.,
Ν. Y.
luminous fog, which, like a London fog,
sepia tints on cream-colored percoline, Warren St.,Now
Orleans, Sept. 1, 1000.
robs the observer of the sense of discut out and fastened on the skirt. A
Messrs. Eiy Bros.—I sold two bottles
and direction, the deck being lit
rosy young miss had strings of dried aptance
a
custoto
Cream Balm
with a ghastly, shadowless light.
ples festooned about her, while big, rod of your Liquid
up
Delacliaise
1415
nonesuch and bald win apples were very mer, Win. Lamberton,
Amerthe two Once off tlie west coast of South
much in evidence as waist adornments. St., New Orleans; he has used
ica a bucket of the white Water empmost
and
him
wonderful
a
bottles,
giving
Each guest on entering, was given
tied back into the sen resembled molten
card bearing a letter and a number. The satisfactory results.
Geo.
W. McDuff, Pharmacist.
lead. This curious sight has interested
and
of
brand
was
in
a
one
letter
apples
scientific investigators, but while it is
the number referred to tho brand. For
Small Boy—Mother, please give mo
instance,—pippins were numbered 3, another lump of sugar for my coiloe. I'vo no doubt related to the many phosseek-no-furthers, 5, etc. Of course, in
phorescent displays common at sea
dropped the lump you gave me.
group 3 were six persons, one for each
did there Is no sufficient explanation forthare!
Whore
Mother—Tbero
you
letter in tho word "pippin," while in the
it?
coming of this particular manifestation
fifth grou*)w e 'ourteen persons. Each you drop
Small Boy—In the coffee.
or of the singular atmospheric effects
group was p.ovided with one pencil and
resulting from it.
one sheet of ρ zier, was assigned to a
DIETING INVITES DISEASE.
particular corner of the room and told to
it
is
or
To cure dyspepsia
indigestion
Charlev V. at Table.
write a poem on its particular kind of apno longer recessary to live on milk and
ple. At the end of fifteen minutes the toast. Starvation produces such weakEmperor Charles V. of Austria, by
poems were collected and road aloud, ness that the whole system becomes an far the most powerful ruler of his day,
and a committee, previously appointed,
Kodol Dyspepsia was thus described as he appeared at
to disease.
decided upon tlioir merits. Tho group easy prey
Cure enables the stomach and digestive table by Itoger Ascliam, secretary to
producing tho best poom was presented ο -fcans to digest and assimilate all of the the English ambassador, in 1550: "I
with a basket of assorted apples, which
wholesome food that one cares to eat, stood hard
by the emperor's table. lie
were immediately passed around and
and is a never failing cure for Indigestion,
had four courses; he had sod beefeaten.
troubles.
stomach
all
and
roast mutton, baked hare;
Then came an apple gathering contest Dyspepsia,
Kodol digests what you eat—makes the very good,
resembling a potato race in which twelve stomach sweet. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff these be no service in England. The
apples were arranged in two rows at & Co.
emperor hath a good face, a constant
regular distances from each other, and
look; he fed well of a capon; I have
tho company divided itself into two
"Tommy, what is the chief industry had a better from mine hostess liâmes
sides. One person at a time from each of
his
teacher.
asked
"Organ- many times in my chamber. lie and
Italy?
side, armed with a tablespoon, tried to grinding," said Tommy.
Ferdlnando, king of the Romans, ate
pick up his six apples in his spoon,
together very handsomely, carving
TIIE SALVE THAT HEALS
carry each, .is spooned to the basket at
without
the Load of the row and return for an- without
leaving a scar is DeWitt's. The themselves where they list,
other. Tho eido which scored the name Witch Hazel is applied to many any curiosity. The emperor drank the
most winners beat.
salves, but DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve best that ever I saw; he had his head
The literary part of the entertainment is the
only Witch Hazel Salvo made that in the glass live times as long as any
which followed this, consisted of read- contains the
pure un.tdulteratcd witch of us and never drank less than a good
which
a1!
of
and
»,
song
ings, recitations,
hazel. If any other Witch Hazel Salve
It
sit once of Khenish wine."
treated of the subject of apples. These Salvo is offered you it is a counteifoit. quart
notorious that the emperor ate
wero both se'ec :d and original.
Among E. C. DeWitt invented Witch Hazel was
and as a natthem wero Biy^nt s "Planting of the Ap- Salve and DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salvo is and drank Immoderately,
from
ple Tree," "The High-Top Sweeting," the best salve in the world for cuts, ural result he suffered terribly
by Elizabeth Akcrs, selections from Hol- burns, bruisos, tetter, or blind, bleeding, gout from the time ho was thirty years
land's "Bittersweet," and "The School itching and protruding piles. Sold by old.
Boy's Apple Tree" by Ilezckiah liutter- F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
wo th.
Tbe Arabic Lancrnairc.
"Oh, Henry," exclaimed Mrs. YoungBy this tijpo appetizing odors were
There is no language more poetical
somecreeping in from the kitchen, aud soon husband, breathlessly. "I have
than the Arabic language, where
we were called out to supper, in which thing terrible to tell you.
Baby has snow is Killed "hair of the mountain"
the apple scheme was still carried out.
swallowed your shaving brush."
and the rainbow is "bride of the rain."
Lamb chops, with which were sewed
"Oh, that's all right," responded the
of fishes,"
I
was
out
and
fried
was
worn
hot .oils and apple butter,
going Ued mullet Is "the sultan
app'o, brute; "It
maidenhair fern is translated by "little
apple fritters, and apple sauce, wore fol- to get a new one, anyhow."
Ordinary Arabic
cane of the well."
lowed by Waldorf salad, which, as everySPENT MORE THAN $1000.
words show an extraordinary gift of
body knows, is largely composed of
W. W. Baker of Plainviow, Neb., description.
The word for secretly
chopped apples. Then came a course of
buLed apples ard cream, followed by an writes: "My wife suffered from lung means literally "under the matting"
imuense p. n-dowdy.
trouble for fifteen years. She tried a and never is expressed thus: "When
Apple pies and turnovers and tarts of number of doctors apd spent over $1000 the charcoal takes root and the salt
pastry filled with sparkling crab-apple without relief. She ""became very low buds." Uncontrolled ascendency of imjelly followed, and then was brought on and lost all hope. A friend recomArab and «*ndows
a snow
pudding, which is a kind of mended Foley's Hoioy and Tar and agination marks the
all its
glorified apple custard overtopped with thanks to this great remedy, it saved her Lis nature with a fascination
a
qu.tking mound of whipped crea>u. life. She enjoy.3 better health than she own. An outdoor life is his heritage,
Nuts, apples, and coffee wound up the has known in ten years." Refuso sub- and the things of nature are a part of
stitutes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South himself. Spring lie calls "grass;" sumfcas..—Modern Priscilla.
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
mer is "gleaning;" autumn is "fruit;"
Some Odd Cushions.
winter is "rainy."
of
classes
FOR HIS LIFE.
There .ire distinct
cushions,
ono for utility, ore for show.
They are
tlio rakish way that young
A Queer I'olice Force.
of all sizes and shapes, from the tiny turkey gobbler is strutting around these
The policemen in Haiti are paid by
thing called tlio shoulder cnshion, to be days," remarked the duck.
tucked under the shoulder, to the bip
"Yes," replied the wiso guinea fowl, results. They get capitation fees for
As they
pillow a little wider than the couch.
"it's getting near Thanksgiving time, ii 11 the arrests they make.
As to filling, down is the first choice.
come from the worst class of the popuyou know.
Cotton batting makes a shapely cushion,
"What has that to do with it?"
lation and are under no discipline, it
firm, yet elastic. For show cushions,
"Why, you see, ho wants to appear follows that a man is very liable to lie
there is excelsior, curled hair, and many
tough."
arrested in Haiti unless lie is willing
women have recourse to strips of torn
to pay the policeman more than the
paper.
A PERFECT PAINLESS PILL
Cushions filled with pine and hops are
capitation fee. As this fee is only Ιό
is the one that will cleanso the system,
well known, but there is a filling as soft
cents, the price of freedom is not proset tho liver to action, remove the bile,
asdowntobe gotten from the cattails.
clear tho complexion, cure headache and hibitive.
An enormous amount of this "fuzz" is
If a man objects to paying the fee
leave a good tasta in the mouth. Tho
contained in a cattail, so that it is an
famous little pills for doing such work and says he would rather go before the
easy matter to obtain sufficient for severpleasantly and effectually are DeWitt's judge the policeman soon convinces
al cushions.
Bob Mcore of him of the unpleasantness of arrest
Little Early Risers.
The little shoulder cushions come in
Lafayette, Ind., says: "All other pills I with a thick club.
sets of two or three, and are grateful to
have used gripe and sicken, while Debo made for
invalids. They should
Witt's Little Early Risers are simply
Λ Soft ruck.
washable
therefore
select
goods.
utility;
Sold by F.A. Shurtleff & Co.
A lawn haudkerchiof with the mono- perfect.
Λ soft pack is the most effective
gram in ono corner, edged with lace,
method known for alleviating inflamENCOURAGING.
makes pretty and useful affairs.
and getting rid of irritation in
"Doctor," said the sick man, "I guess mation
A useful cushion can be made of denim
of paying at least rheumatic gout. To afford relief every
deftly braided or woven. The woven I oughtofto be thinking
night a piece of flannel should be apyour bill.
ones are exactly like the ribbon cushions a part
"Oh, don't lot tbat worry you," re- plied. This flannel should be saturatTho denim
with which all are familiar.
ed in brine and then wrapped around
is doubled, however; tho raw edges plied Dr. Price-Price.
"But don't you think you'd better the affected Joint or Joints.
The tlanturned in; then stitched with silk along
the odges. This may bo of a contrasting send it in?"
nel should then be covered with a rub"Oh no. I'll send it to your executor
shade, and machine or feather stitching
ber or oil silk bandage. Both should
in good time."
may be employed. Dolft blue and white
bo kept on ail night.
a
of
Ono
cushion
had
is pretty.
square
A DOZEN TIMES A NIGHT.
forest green for tho centre. The corners
Ether and Either.
Mr. Owen Dunn, of Benton Ferry, W.
were triangular pieces of braided while
When the friends of the rival claimdenim. The goods were cut in strips Va., writes: "I have had kidney and
of anaesthesia
and braided; tliou sowed together. A bladder trouble for years, and it became ants of the discovery
so b«d that I was obliged to get up at were proposing monuments for each
braided cord finished the edges.
a
I never r'· other Oliver Wendell Ilolmes suggestAmong cushions for show was one of least a dozen times night.
thick dull silk, of a russet brown hue. ceived any permanent benefit from any ed that all should unite In erecting a
It was thickly powdered with snow medicine until I tried Foley's Kidney single memorial, with a central group
using two bottles, I am
crystals formed with small green, gold, Cure. After
symbolizing painless surgery. 11 statue
and silver spangles, making a particular- cured." F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
of Jackson 011 one side, a statue of
Oxford.
Orin
Paris.
Stevens,
cushion.
ly effective
Morton 011 the other and the inscription
Another unique thing was a rich black
A Frenchman, whose wife,
by no beneath, "To E(i)tber."
satin, ornate with peacoak feathers and
always in
The quills had been care- means domesticated, was
a gold stork.
A Timid riunerr.
asked by an Englishman
society;
being
to
and
the
feathers
fastened
split,
fully
"I'll bet a dollar if I should ask you
the satiu with photographers' paste. It if he was nnrried, replied:
"A leetle, not ver' mosh."
to marry me you'd refuse," ventured
was then covei^d with manila paper and
(îussie. trying to Inject a little more
a board, and kept underweight until the
satin was dry. Two feathers slanted
spirit into the conversation.
across tho cushion, aud in one corner the
"My. but you're a cheap one!" rea Cold in One Day, Grip in 2 Days
:ures
to
be
found
in
Jabullion
stork,
gold
sponded the girl.
was
stores,
placed.
panese
"Y-y-y-why?" stammered Gussle.
-τ
In this same store a remuant of silk
"Because you won't bet more than α
was picked
box. 25c
up that made a truly gorBaltimore
dollar on α sure thing."
geous cushion. It was coarso woven,
with red and ecru,
Little Howard has beou told ho must American.
through

Maine

The True"L.F.M Atwood's
Bitters Cleanse the System
and Purify the Blood J* j·
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No. 208.—What Bonk?

"The Gates

Aj-tr

No. 230. -Burled Proverb: Λ bird in
the hand is worth two In tlio hush.
No. :ϋ«>.
\tuuram Verse: Thickets,
thick sot, thickest.
No. oOl.- Anagrams: 1. Butcher. 2.
Tanner.
4. Dairyman.
3. (»hidonor.
5. Dressmaker. t>. Carpenter. 7. Fruiterer.
s. BtiHdor. 0. Bootmaker.
10.
Shoemaker. 11. Painter. 12. Surgeon.
13. Ironmonger. 14. Oilman. 13. Dentist. 1(5. Stationer.
"WATCII THE

KIDNEY'S."

affected, life is in
danger," says Dr. Abernethy, the great
"When

English

they

are

physician. Foley's
kidneys. F.

Cure makes sound
leff Λ Co., South

Oxford.

Kidney

A. ShurtParis. Orin Stevens,

"When a man is so game," said Uncle
Eben, "that he's willin' to bet his las'
dollar on a hoes race, it's only a question
of time till he gits a chance to try de

'speriment."

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
E. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
25c.
on each box.

Flannigan—"I

will give yez niy
He—"That's
answer in a month, Pat."
right me darlint; tek plinty av time to
tell
wan thing
over.
But
me
think it
now—will it be yes or no?"
Miss

Foley's Honey and Tar
and colds -ami prevents

coughs
pheumonia.

cure·

Tako no substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff it
Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Îurifiea

"Look^t

l axative ftromo

Nomoss—"Wot

do you

edges.

The lover's knot is a study in ribbon
applique. Baby ribbon of that shitdo of
blue known as "tendre" is tied in bowknots and appliquod upon tho pillow.
Between these, scrolls in pale yellow
silk, done in outline-stitch, terminate in
rings covered with silk buttonholed
through them. This is simplo to make,
and a handsome thing. Tho foundation
was golden brown silk, finished with a
double ruffle, ono blue aud one brown.
Another cushion easily made and very
effective is of vivid poppy-red Bilk, with
three giadu .ted ruffles, set on to form a
quatrefoil. Find tho centre of the sides
of tho cushion, and make throe ruffles
for each corner, letting them slope off
to almost nothing at the centre of each
side.
A dainty thing for one gifted with the
brush is of ecru chamois; titmice perched on blossoming branches of an almond
tree decorate it prettily. The color is
used very sparingly. Just a touch of
blue on the heads and wings, tho chamois
supplying the color for the birds' bodies.
The three twigs are reddish brown, and
the blossoms pink and white. Tho edge
is finished with a band of the chamois,
sewed on like a ruffle; half of it slashed
like fringe, touched with gold, blue, and
pink. Paint narrow bands of those
colors on tho chamois before cutting.
The effect is lovely.
A mascot cushion intended for a bridal
gift is of whito silk with four leafed
clovers embroidered in green silk thereA gold cord finishes tho edges.
on.
cushion
is
man-in-the-moon
The
unique. It is made of steely blue art
ticking. Inone corner is an exaggerated
replica of the man in the moon. A dinner plate was used to make tho round.
This was outlined with gold silk, making the top a bit irregular. Features

put in, aud, being

may at timee

become

a

nighthawk, he
rakish, and the

closet. After a moment's
ho said: "Well, papa,
if mumma'U do it, I'll be whipped; but
to
if you are going
whip mo, I'll be shut

in

a

dark

painful thought,

up."

,

BRONCHITIS FOR TWENTY YEARS.

Mrs. Minerva Smith of Danville, III.,
writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty
years and never got relief until I used
Foley's Honey and Tar which is a sure
F. A.
Contains no opiates.
cure."
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin Ste-

AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine
cold io one day. No Cure, no
Price 2S cents.

Tablets cure

a

Pay.

"There's one thing about me that I
don't
said
understand,"
Tommy,
thoughtfully, "and that is whylt is that
making marks on wall paper ie such lots
of fun, and making 'em in copybooks in
school is such hard work."
DANGER IN FALL COLDS.
Fall colds are liable to bang on all
winter leaving the seeds of pneumonia,

bronchitis

or

consumption.

Foley's

and Tar cures quickly and prevents serious results. It is old and reliable, tried and tested, safe and sure,
contains no opiates and will not conShurtleff & Co., South
stipate.
Paris. Orin Stevene, Oxford.

Honey

Tese—When she saw you limping she
that your shoos were too

intimated
small.

Paint upon window glass may be easily, lung remody, it cures coughs and colds
by that anyway?"
in qulokly. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Henpeck—"I suppose he mean· to «ay removed by rubbing with a oloth wet
Pari·. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
hot, strong vinegar.
merely that he is married."

/
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DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay woekly, experience not
outfit
necessary, exclusive territory,
free. Apply at once.

HOMER N. CHASE & CO,, Auburn, Me

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

MOST
LIBERAL!
OFFER

OF

is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmers
and their families, and stands at the head of the agricultural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmers,
the
helping them to secure the largest possible profit from
farm through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
tho farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it
covers in an attractive manner.
The regular price is $1.00 per year, but wo will re
ceive
subscription for THE NEW-YORK
your
TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own favorite
local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,
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Mention this paper.
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Your name and address on a postal card to THE
NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FAR/MER, New-York City, will

bring

you free

sample

copy.

Intox,

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune
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$2,25.

Edward rt'arl
John O'Nell
Janie* Grime*,
Win. Leah ν
Wm. Har<lock
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card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.
%
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Joiteph Marrett,

Send your order and money to Tho Oxford Democrat,

South Paris, Maine.
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Drleco'l,
l'addy Drticoll

It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news ci The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a verv small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only £1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

A

cate*

Jauie* Hlgrln*,
Janie* Flelue
Geo. Cooledgc et al
Geo I'IrkoW,
Thon. Flnnegan,
Intox, llquor, 12 caeee,
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JamcH MeKeruey
John ilellander
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Κ red McGtdre

brings it to your door three times every week.

AS

26

Arthur
Pa sdy

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery C'arriei
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liquor,
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47 45
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Intox, llquor
Intox, llquor, 6 ra*e*
lut ·χ. llquor
Intox, llquor, 20 ca*e*

postal

InlA.

THE

DtiEADED CLAIMC

Angers Amborg
K'lnarl (jehagnn,....
I). Chamber»,....
John Le libre,
Frank Nlcoltso
John Mortran,

of the ambulance bell that is so frequently heard could
be frequently obviated, remarked the Romoc man.
You see it is just this way, nine out of ten people who
are ovcrcomo by fainting spells, vertigo, weakness, palpitation of the heart and many other ills that cause unconsciousness are the victims of Indigestion.
stomach. It is
Indigestion ie not always indicated by severe pains iti the
and
such symptoms as I have described above that indicates its presence
work
are often the first warning that the stomach does not
Natures
of
remedies,
take that greatest
would
If more

people

...

Intox, liquor,..
Intox, liquor
I.eeW. Welch
Intox. Ho
.lames McLellan

State

Romoc, therewould be less stomach
disorders. Liku all of Nature's remedies, Romoc acts directly on the
No harm ever
seat of the trouble.
follows its use as is the case when
remédiée containing injurious drugs
and alcohol are resorted to. %
Romoc tones up this great life centre of
the body, and, what is more, it purifies the
blood, strengthens the nerves and creates a
healthy, normal appetite
Won't you please buy a bottle of Romoc,
on my assurance that It will do you good
and you will become
one of the many in
this city who advocate the use
of this
harmless

1J3
7 ■"

vs.

11 22
3D
813
3 OU
■> 10
37 (3
7 23
7 23
735
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t ft!
5 96
7 35
2M
14 '*1
3 CD
3 ;«»
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723
7 23
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Wm. K. Knapp,
lutox. liquor,...
Intox, liquor,....
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Intox, liquor,...
Stolen projierty
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intox.
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BfcFOKE ALUEKT

State

medicine.

vs.

Intox,

BKNNLTT,
OILEAD.

TKIAL

JUSTICE,

liquor

22 81

MUNICIPAL COUKT,
11. C. DAVIS, JULKiE.
NOKWAY.

BEFOKE NOKWAY

State

vs.

John L. Stev pi,
Morris Sappers
Herbert N. Black,

Henry Downs

Freil Snear,
Jnme* ·./. Clement,
Chas. Devis
Pat. J. Druily
DavM ( lark
lntox. liquor,
lntox. I'quor
Andrew Jackson,
.Sfcm'ev Bsrnanl,
Τ; ο
itatoloffe,
Samuel Thomas................
Patrick O'Keele
Stanley Bama. 1,
....

WUIUIeason

investigated Jtnmoe.

We knntr that nil thai in said by the Uomoe
in true, and we will refund to anuono Iho
the result« obtained. Me member, liomoe it
......

remedy
pertain Iii(7 to this wonderful
remedy not satisfied with
price of the and
sold by
guaranteed

F. A. SnURTIiEFF &

QUAKER

CO.,

Pharmacist*.

RA NGE

Dsvld Bean,

liquor

lntox

11 13
10 7"
15 'A*
18 05
25 86
14 16
3<> .'1
IS 92
14 47
5 3!»
15 4'J
25 7»
14 16
11 D
14 64
11 W
9 78

1β

12 "1
18 54
11 39
18 M
19 16
11 49
16
16 28
15 6"
6 7'»

John McKay
A urerne Lapham,
Chester Buck
Thos. Lesvltt
John Armstrong

Ask for ROMCS LAXATIVE TABLETS-SURE CURE FOR CONSTIPATION.
IFo have

8 50
1" 1"
9 H
9 42
9 17
11
12 S9
11»

.......

liquor,...

yet potent

Not to ne nnQled.

12'"

....

BKFOKK KUMFOKI) FALLS MUNICIPAL COUKT,
JAMKH II. 8TKVKNSON, KM OKDKK,
KUMFOKD FALLS.

rij^ht.

only

8

IJ:0
1- Π
β*4
11 97

Intox. liquor
lntox. liquor,...................
Intox, liquor,
Intox llfuor

by?"

No explanation of this singular
tion Is civerK

liquor,

Intox.
Intox
Intox,
Intox,

"Yes; wo bave a passing acquaintance."
"Oh. as much as that?"
"Yes. Wo were at the same card table once. She passed, and so did I."—
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Extraordinary.
A tax on marriage Is still imposed by
the proprietor of a leading Bombay
hotel. In a revised tariff of prices the
dally charge for a single lady or gentleman Is set down as 5 rupees, but
If the lady or gentleman be married
the charge will be 7 rupees each.

Intox,
Intox.
Intox,

Uquor
liquor
Intox. Uquor..............

Pnmiinff.
"Are you acquainted with Mrs. Tub-

Tax

9
4 «.j
4 j>
7 «7
7 67
9 2s
4 s;
3
4 40
4 52
4 52
3m
4 40
9 tu
4 41)
4 40
4 40
441,

Intox, liquor,....

JuMt

Mrs. Bangs-So that pretty widow Is
ïïally married so soon again, eh?
vens, Oxford.
Old Bangs—You bet!
Mrs. Bangs—But her late husband's
three-and-a-halfexclaimed
"Mamma,"
will expressly stipulated that If she
as
ho
came
year-old Walter, earnestly,
took a second husband lier legacy was
running in at tho back door, "now I
know what the sky is—it's the roof to to revert to his most distant relative.
Old Bangs—That's where she was
all over."
foxy. She hunted up the relative and
STOPS THE COUGH
married liini.—Smart Sot

$

Cha*. IJe.ube
Intox, llquoi,
Intox, liquor..
Intox, liquor,

striped

which threads of black, green aud tinsel bo punished, but that he could cliooso
A mixed cord finished the betwoon a whipping and being shut up
are mingled.

Intox, liquor,.
Intox, liquor
Intox, l'quor,.
John Fltzpatrlck,
John Conley,

va.

—

Ilenry I*. Cooledge,

A ex Herbeit
lntox. liquor
BEFOKE JOHN I.. IIOWA1·!», TKIAL JUSTICE,
KIULONVILLK.
1" 16
State vs. Arthur Hall
4 15
Wm. Κ Down-,
211
Wm. E. Downs
28 V'
Bc»elc M. Cunningham
3 31
lntox liquor,
BKFOKK B. A. 8WA8KÏ, TKIAL
WKST FEKU.

State

vs.

JUSTICE,

liquor,
liquor

Intox,
lntox
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox

.....

liquor,...

...

liquor....
liquor,....

....

liquor,

liquor
liquor
lntox. liquor,

..............

7 47
î 47
7
12 17
7 48
971
8 r:i
7 95
7 96

Ç3

OKORUR M. ATWOOD,
Trrasiirrr of Oxfonl Countv.

regula-

Odd Chtneae Ceitom.

In China a Jar placed on the roof of
a bouse with the bottom end townrd
the street indicates that the daughter
of the house is not yet of age to marry. As soon as she has developed into
a marriageable maiden the jar is turned with Its mouth toward the street.
When the young lady gets married
the jar Is removed altogether.
Cot Oat the Bread.

"Idleness Is α sin. The good book
t'ink of die here race suicide?" Tatterdon face may suggest his moods. A small
Jess—'The idea? I hope you set her
says that man shall eat bread In the
Torn—"I t'ink it's a bloomin' outrage hat is perched upon his bald pate and a etraight upon that point.
The head
dat de millionaires ain't got enough monocle adorns one eye.
Toss—I did indeed. I told her she sweat of Ills face."
rises from a "choker" with an up-to- was wrong. It was merely your feet
"I ain't pertickler about bread, mum.
daughters to go around."
date tie. The whole thing was outlined that were too large.
Jls* gimme some meat and a little pie
with gold silk. The edge was formed
and cake If der's any handy, and I'll
No danger of consumption if #you use
NEVER ASK ADVICE.
of blue and
striped ribbon, gathFoley's Honey and Tar to cure that ered to formyellow
git
along. 1 ain't no great bread eater
a ruffle.
When you have a cough or cold don't
stubborn cough. F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.,
The autograph pillow is having a re- ask what is good for it and get some moself. mutu."
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
vival. One of fine white linen with the medicine with little or no merit and
Rot In Stock.
outlined with yellow silk is j perhaps dangerous.
autographs
Ask for Foley'·
A scum—"That man seems fond of deShop Walker—She complains that yon'
handsome.—Exchange.
and Tar, the greatest throat and
Honey
claring that 'life is full of contradictions.'
didn't show her common civility.
What does he mean

State

famine

tVLjfy
4
<& /ZXwWt»·

were

Rollingstone

BEFORE SOMFOKD FALL* MUNICIPAL COURT,
O. WILLAKU JOHNSON, JUUOK,
KUMFOHI) FALLS.

8hopglrl—I showed her
my department, air.

everything

in

BUSINESS COLLEGE
LEWISTON. UAINI

Wteii you come to think of going away to
Business College semi for oor OAT ALOd 250
Student* lust year. : Klcgant New Buthllnir

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to

on

remove

as

they

without bolts.
50 cts.Oown

"d

are

50 cts.. w.ek .t

Variety 8tore, Norway.

put

F OR SALE.
Fine registered Hereford male
calf. Bargain on immediate tale.
Also grade yearling heifer·. Holmes
Farm, Oxford. Addresa
L. S. HOLMES,
South Paris, Maine.

Farm for Sale.
Situated

t

miles from South Paris

Oxford road.
Contains too acres. Lots of wood
and pine. Buildings in good repair.
Inquire of SARAH P. PAGE,
Old Ladies' Home, Norway.
Or of Η. M. Berry at the farm.

depot

on

the East

